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ABSTRACT

Embodiments of the systems described herein can implement
one or more visitor Stitching processes. Visitor Stitching can
include, among other things, one or more processes by which
multiple visitors that may appear distinctly independent may
be merged into a new single united visitor profile due to the
leveraging of one or more unique persistent identifiers.
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0002 The disclosures of each of the foregoing applica
tions are hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety.
Further, any subset of the embodiments described herein can
be implemented in combination with any subset of the
embodiments described in the foregoing applications.
BACKGROUND

0003. Some operators of content sites, such as websites,
regularly obtain the results of analytics performed with regard
to user interactions on their content sites. User analytics can
include any type of data regarding interactions of end users
with content sites, among other types of data. There are dif
ferent approaches to gathering analytics data, one of which
includes employing the use of tags.
0004 Tags can include small pieces of website code that
allow a website operator to measure traffic and visitor behav
ior, understand the impact of online advertising and social
channels, use remarketing and audience targeting, and test
and improve a content site, among optionally other functions.
Adding tags to a content site has typically included involving
a developerto manually insert tag code into one or more pages
of a website.
SUMMARY

0005. In certain embodiments, a method of combining
content site visitor profiles can include, under control of a
hardware processor, receiving first content site interaction
data from a first tag embedded within a first content page,
where the first content site interaction data includes a cookie
derived first visitor identifier associated with a first visitor of

the first content page; identifying a first persistent identifier of
the first visitor from the first content site interaction data;

receiving second content site interaction data from a second
tag embedded within a second content page, where the second

that the first and second visitors are considered to be the same
visitor.

0006. In certain embodiments, the method of the previous
paragraph may be implemented with any Subcombination of
the following features: the first and second content pages can
be the same content page, and the first and second tags can be
separate instances of the same tag; the first and second content
pages can be accessed from separate computing devices of a
single user, the first and second content pages can both be
accessed by a single computing device, and the second con
tent page can be accessed by a user after the user removed a
cookie associated with the first content page from the user
device; the persistent identifier can include an email address
or social network identifier; the persistent identifier can
include a phone number or mailing address; and the persistent
identifier can include a login credential.
0007. In various embodiments, a system for combining
content site visitor profiles can include a hardware processor
that can: access a first visitor profile associated with a first
visitor to a content page; access a second visitor profile asso
ciated with a second visitor to a content page, where the
second visitor profile is separately identified from the first
visitor profile by a second visitor identifier different than a
first visitor identifier of the first visitor profile; identify an
alternative identifier of the first visitor separate from the first
visitor identifier; determine that the alternative identifier is
also associated with the second visitor; and relate the first and

second visitor profiles to produce a third visitor profile in
response to the determination that the alternative identifier is
also associated with the second visitor.

0008. In certain embodiments, the system of the previous
paragraph may be implemented with any Subcombination of
the following features: the alternative identifier can be a per
sistent identifier including one or more of the following: an
email address, a Social network identifier, and a login creden
tial; the alternative identifier can be provided by a third party
tag other than a first party tag used to create the first and
second visitor identifiers; the alternative identifier can be

provided by a third party tag other than a first party tag used
to create the first and second visitor identifiers; the hardware

processor can also identify an alternative identifier from visi
tor-supplied data obtained from a tag scriptembedded within
the content page; the hardware processor can also associate a
second alternative identifier with the third visitor profile; the
hardware processor can also store a hash of the alternative
identifier in association with the third visitor profile; the hard
ware processor can also redirect processing of the third visitor
profile from a first server to a second server in response to
computing the hash; and the hardware processor can also
select the second server based on a value of the hash.

0009 Moreover, in certain embodiments, non-transitory
physical computer storage includes instructions stored
thereon that, when executed by a hardware processor, can
implement a visitor processing system for combining content
site visitor profiles. The visitor processing system can: create
a first visitor profile based on first data regarding first inter
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actions of a first visitor with a first content page, where the
first interaction data may be obtained from a first tag embed
ded in the first content page; create a second visitor profile
based on second data regarding second interactions of a sec
ond visitor with a second content page, where the second
interaction data can be obtained from a second tag embedded
in the second content page; identify a first identifier of the first
visitor from the first interaction data, where the first identifier

is not generated by the visitor processing system; identify a

second identifier of the first visitor from the first interaction

data, where the second identifier also is not generated by the
visitor processing system; compare the first and second iden
tifiers; determine that the first and second identifiers are

equivalent based on the comparison; and combine the first
and second visitor profiles in response to said determination
that the first and second identifiers are equivalent.
0010. In certain embodiments, the non-transitory physical
computer storage of the previous paragraph may be imple
mented with any subcombination of the following features:
the visitor processor System can also interleave overlapping
portions of the first and second interaction data based on
timestamps in the first and second interaction data responsive
to the determination that the first and second identifiers are

equivalent; the visitor processor system can also receive third
interaction data Subsequent to the receipt of the second inter
action data, where the third interaction data identifies a visitor

identifier generated by the visitor processing system, and

where the visitor identifier is associated with the first and

second visitor profiles; and the visitor processor system can
also combine the third interaction data with the first and
second interaction data.

0011 For purposes of summarizing the disclosure, certain
aspects, advantages and novel features of several embodi
ments are described herein. It is to be understood that not

necessarily all Such advantages can be achieved in accor
dance with any particular embodiment of the embodiments
disclosed herein. Thus, the embodiments disclosed hereincan
be embodied or carried out in a manner that achieves or

optimizes one advantage or group of advantages as taught
herein without necessarily achieving other advantages as may
be taught or suggested herein.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0012. Throughout the drawings, reference numbers are
re-used to indicate correspondence between referenced ele
ments. The drawings are provided to illustrate embodiments
of the features described herein and not to limit the scope
thereof.

0013 FIG. 1 depicts an embodiment of a computing envi
ronment that provides access to an analytics system including
a visitor processing system and/or a tag management system.
0014 FIG.2 depicts an embodiment of a tagging overview
process.

0015 FIG. 3 depicts a more detailed embodiment of the
visitor processing system of FIG. 1.
0016 FIG. 4A depicts an embodiment of a visitor profile
configuration process.
0017 FIG. 4B depicts an embodiment of a visitor data
analysis process.
0018 FIG.4C depicts an embodiment of a visitor segment
reporting process.
0019 FIGS. 5 through 23 depict example user interfaces
that provide functionality for customizing visitor profiles.

0020

FIG. 24 depicts an embodiment of a reporting user

interface.

0021 FIG.25 depicts another embodiment of a computing
environment, which provides distributed cloud-based access
to a visitor processing system.
0022 FIG. 26 depicts another embodiment of a visitor
processing System.
0023 FIG. 27 depicts an embodiment of an initial visitor
profile creation process.
0024 FIG. 28 depicts an embodiment of a persistent visi
tor profile process.
(0025 FIGS. 29A and 29B depict embodiments of visitor
Stitching processes.
0026 FIG.30 depicts an embodiment of a distributed visi
tor Stitching process.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

I. Introduction to Visitor Processing
0027. Adding tags to web pages without efficient manage
ment can create significant problems and inconveniences. For
instance, the code that is associated with multiple tags can
bog down a content site and be a major performance drain.
Redundant or incorrectly applied tags can also distort mea
Surements and result in duplicate costs or missing data. Poor
tag management can also be time consuming for the informa
tion technology (IT) department or webmaster team to add
new tags, which may mean that important marketing and
measurement programs might be significantly delayed.
0028 Tag management systems have recently been intro
duced to improve the management of tags. Currently avail
able tag management systems provide content site operators
Somewhat greater control and ease of use in managing tag
deployments in their content pages. In addition, some known
tag management systems provide Some reporting functional
ity that leverages data obtained from the tags.
0029. Some of those existing systems provide rich but
slow batch-based data processing. Many of the batch-based
systems tend to be batched on a daily basis and therefore
cannot provide immediate notification of any changes in web
site visitor behavior throughout a day. Additionally, acting on
the collected data from Such systems typically requires cus
tom-coded and less flexible solutions.

0030) Real time reporting may be available with some tag
management systems, but the reports generated by Such sys
tems tend to be inflexible and are predetermined by the ven
dor of the tag solution. These reports will almost certainly not
be visitor-centric, making them difficult to use for inferring
business-critical correlations. Additionally, acting on the data
in Such systems is virtually impossible given the aggregated
nature of the reporting data. Various solution vendors such as
data management platforms (DMP) or web analytics provide
actionable segmented visitor based data sets. However, Such
solutions often lack flexibility regarding the visitor defini
tions as well as lacking consistency across the disparate ven
dor data sets used to create the rich visitor profiles. Further,
these systems tend to provide little agility and certainly no
real-time definition of visitor definitions.

0031. This disclosure describes embodiments of systems
and methods that can address at least some or all of the

foregoing drawbacks, among possibly others. In certain
embodiments, a tag management system can deploy a single
tag or a tag container to a content site. Each page or any Subset
of pages in the content site can incorporate the tag container
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as a universal tag that can be used to gather any type of visitor
data of a visitor to a content site. This tag container can be
used to interface with any number of third party vendor tags
without requiring, in certain embodiments, such tags to be
coded expressly in the code of the content pages of the content
site. Thus, changes to the tagging of a content site may be
made through a user interface provided by the tag manage
ment system without having to use a developerto add the tags
to the content pages manually. As a result, the tag manage
ment system can be more accessible to marketing people
without IT or programming knowledge.
0032. This tag container approach to tag management can
promote high Scalability and provide marketing agility,
enabling marketers and other marketing users to rapidly
change data collected or analyzed by the tag management
system. Further, since one tag container is embedded within
the content pages, in certain embodiments, the content pages
may load faster and, therefore, include many performance
improvements. Additionally, the architecture of the tag man
agement system and the tag containers themselves can facili
tate other performance improvements which will be
described in greater detail below. Moreover, there may be
reduction of IT costs provided by using the disclosed tag
management system because IT personnel can shift away
from performing marketing work to focusing on IT work.
0033. In certain embodiments, a visitor processing system
is also described herein, which can provide additional levels
of marketing agility by providing a solution that allows for a
fully configurable visitor model. The visitor processing sys
tem may, but need not, be implemented in conjunction with
the tag management system. The visitor processing system
may provide the ability to see the results of this visitor model
in a real time or pseudo real time (such as within seconds or
minutes of making changes to the visitor model). This level of
configurability can be beneficial when a goal is to reduce a
visitor set to a highly targeted visitor segment. This rich
configurability can include the ability to set and manipulate a
number of attributes on a visitor. Such attributes can include

badges, metrics (such as numerical functions), properties,
dates, flags (such as Boolean values), and advanced attributes
(such as funnels and sequences). By allowing marketing users
to configure attributes regarding their content sites’ visitors,
the visitor processing system can enable marketing users to
obtain real-time (or near real-time) reports on these visitors.
These reports can provide a highly desirable capability to
filter a live and/or historic stream of visitors on the specified
attributes, resulting in precisely targeted reporting on a highly
segmented and highly targeted segment of visitors in certain
embodiments.

0034) For purposes of summarizing the disclosure, certain
aspects, advantages and novel features of several embodi
ments are described herein. It is to be understood that not

necessarily all Such advantages can be achieved in accor
dance with any particular embodiment of the embodiments
disclosed herein. Thus, the embodiments disclosed hereincan
be embodied or carried out in a manner that achieves or

optimizes one advantage or group of advantages as taught
herein without necessarily achieving other advantages as may
be taught or suggested herein.
II. Example Visitor Processing Systems and Methods
0035 Turning to FIG. 1, an embodiment of a computing
environment 100 is shown for implementing various tag fea
tures, including some or all of the tag management and/or

visitor processing features described above. In the computing
environment 100, one or more end user systems 102 commu
nicate over a network 108 with a content site 110. The end

user systems 102 can include any form of computing device
and may be desktops, laptops, Smartphones, tablets, or the
like. A browser 103 or other application software installed in
the end user systems 102 accesses one or more content pages
112 of the content site 110. The content pages may be web
pages or other documents or files that may be accessed
remotely and provided to the end user systems 102. The
content site 110 may be a website, a web server, an applica
tion server, a database server, combinations of the same, or
the like. Further, the network 108 can include a local area

network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), a company
intranet, the public Internet, combinations of the same, or the
like.

0036. As shown, one or more content pages 112 of the
content site 110 can include a tag container 114. The tag
container 114 can be an example of the tag container
described above and can be a universal tag that is installed or
incorporated in one or more content pages 112 in place of, or
instead of, incorporating numerous tags in each page. The tag
container 114 can communicate with one or more data col

lection tags 116,118 implemented on one or more tag servers
120. Both the content site 110 and the tag servers 120 can be
implemented in computer hardware and/or software. The tags
116, 118 can include third party tags 116 provided by tag
vendors that are different entities than an operator of, or
provider of the tag container 114. In addition, the tags can
include a visitor tag or tags 118 that can be provided by the
same provider as the provider of the tag container 114 (or a
different provider in some embodiments).
0037. An analytics system 130 is shown in communica
tion with the tag servers 120. The analytics system 130 can be
implemented in computer hardware and/or software. In the
depicted embodiment, the analytics system 130 includes a
visitor processing system 140 and a tag management system
150, as well as a visitor profile data repository 160. The visitor
processing and tag management systems 140, 150 are shown
separately for illustrative purposes, although their function
ality may be implemented by a single system. The analytics
system 130 can also be implemented without a tag manage
ment system 150, and thus, the functionality of the visitor
processing system 140 can be implemented independent of
any tag management functionality.
0038. In certain embodiments, the visitor processing sys
tem 140 can enable marketing users (described below) to
configure the types of data tracked for different visitors of the
content site 110, as well as analyze and report on this visitor
data. For instance, in one embodiment, the visitor processing
system 140 can provide one or more user interfaces that
enable customization of collecting information about visitors
to the content site 110. This information can be obtained

initially by the visitor tag(s) 118, which may be provided
through the tag container 114 to the end user systems 102 for
execution in the browser 103. Upon execution in the browser
103, the visitor tag(s) 118 can supply visitor data to the visitor
processing system 140 (optionally through the tag servers
120). Such visitor data can be stored in visitor profiles in the
visitor profile data repository 160, which may include physi
cal computer storage. Marketing users can Subsequently
query the visitor profiles to obtain reports or other informa
tion about visitors to the content site 110. Other uses for

visitor profile data are described in greater detail below.
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0039. The tag management system 150 can be used to
manage the tags 116 provided by third party vendors. For
instance, the tag management system 150 can provide func
tionality for marketing users to select which third party ven
dor tags 116 to associate with the tag container 114 for a
variety of Vendor-specific processing purposes. These pur
poses can include obtaining analytics for data analysis or
business intelligence, tracking affiliate activity with respect to
the content site 110, obtaining user data for displaying tar
geted ads, obtaining user data for customizing search func
tionality or email campaigns targeted to the end users, obtain
ing user data for personalizing content of the content pages
112, obtaining user data for integration with social network
ing functionality, obtaining user data for big data analysis,
combinations of the same, or the like. Data collected by the
tags 116 can be provided to tag vendor systems 170, which
can perform any of this vendor-specific processing. The data
may alternatively be passed to the tag vendor systems 170
through the tag management system 150.
0040. In an embodiment, the tag management system 150
provides functionality (such as one or more user interfaces)
for marketing users to map data sources in the content pages
112 to data sources gathered by the third party vendor tags
116. For instance, if one of the content pages 112 includes a
shopping cart value named "cart value. the tag management
system can provide a user interface that enables a user to tell
the tag management system 150 to collect data on the “cart
value' and map this data to a “cart value' variable of one of
the tags 116. In addition, the tag management system 150 can
provide similar functionality for identifying which data
Sources of the content pages 112 are to be gathered by the
visitor tag 118.
0041. However, in some embodiments, the visitor tag 118
can instead perform a greedy collection of Some or all data
available in the content page(s) 112. Since the visitor tag 118,
tag container 114, and visitor processing system 140 can be
provided by the same entity, the data obtained by the visitor
tag 118 need not be mapped to third party mappings like the
data obtained by the third party tags 116. Instead, some or all
of the data available to the visitor tag 118 can be provided to
the visitor processing system 140 for processing. Thus, the
visitor tag 118 can facilitate vendor-neutral data gathering of
Some or all of the data elements in a content page 112. Since
this data is not mapped to a vendor-specific format in certain
embodiments, the data can be exported to business intelli
gence systems without a need to massage the data from its
mapped form (which can be cumbersome) to its original, raw
form.

0042. Various marketing user systems 104 can access the
analytics system 130 and/or the tag servers 120 via the net
work 108. Like the end user systems 102, the marketing user
systems 104 can include a browser 105 or other application
Software that can access network applications over the net
work 108. The marketing user systems 104 can also be any
type of computing device including, but not limited to, a
desktop, laptop, tablet, Smartphone, or the like. The market
ing user systems 104 can be operated by marketing users such
as marketing professionals, website operators, business users,
operators of the content site 110, or any other individual who
uses tags or data obtained from tags. Marketing users are not
the end users of the content site 110 in certain embodiments.

A marketing user might use a marketing user system 104 to
dynamically update the types of data tracked or analyzed for
different visitors of the content site 110. This data can be

tracked by the visitor processing system 140 via either updat
ing the visitor tag 116 stored on the tag server 120 or by
updating processing of data obtained from the visitor tag 116
to build updated visitor profiles 130, many example features
of which will be described in greater detail below.
0043 Turning to FIG. 2, an embodiment of a tagging
overview process 200 is shown. The tagging overview pro
cess 200 illustrates an example mode of operation of the
computing environment 100 of FIG. 1 and may be imple
mented by the various components shown in the computing
environment 100 of FIG. 1.

0044. At block 202, of the process 200, an end user system
102 requests content such as a content page 112 from the
content site 110. The end user system 102 receives the content
page 112 including a tag container 114 at block 204. There
after, at block 206 the end user system 102 can request one or
more tags 116 associated with the tag container 114 from a tag
server 120. The tag container 114 may include script code
such as Javascript code or the like embedded in the source of
the content page 112 initially requested by the end user sys
tem. The tag container 112, upon being processed by the
browser 103 of the end user system 102, can programmati
cally access the visitor tag 118 (or other tag) stored on the tag
server 120 to request the tag 118 to be provided or down
loaded to the end user system 102. The tag 118 itself may be
a static file or the like that includes executable code such as

HTML code and/or script code, such as Javascript or the like.
0045. The tag(s) 118 are received at block 208 at the end
user system 102, and the tag or tags 118 are executed at block
210 by the end user 102 system to obtain visitor data about the
end user 102 and to send the visitor data to the visitor pro
cessing system 140. In another embodiment, the visitor data
is sent to the tag server 110, which may store and process the
data or may forward the visitor data on to the visitor process
ing system 140. The visitor data may also be sent to both the
tag server 120 and the visitor processing system 140.
0046. The visitor data can include any of a variety of
information about the end user and the end users interactions

with the content site 110. For instance, the visitor data may
include information about what type of browser 103 or appli
cation the end user is using to access the content site 110. The
visitor data may also include information about a geographic
location of the user, a duration that the user is accessing the
content site 110 or is logged into the content site, or the like.
In addition, the visitor data can include information about any
interaction by the visitor with the content site 110 including,
for example, any clicks made by the visitor on links on the
content page 112 served by the content site 110, any user
selection of a form element, or any user scroll behavior, text
entry behavior in form text boxes, chatboxes, e-mail boxes,
Social networking, other user interaction with other user inter
face controls, combinations of the same, or the like.

0047. The visitor processing system 140 can aggregate the
visitor data with unique visitor profiles for each end user
visitor to the content site 110 at block 212. By storing the
visitor data in association with unique visitor profiles, the data
may be associated with individual visitors. Unique visitor
profiles may be maintained by obtaining, via the tag 118,
identification data associated with the end users so as to match

the visitor data with a particular user's visitor profile. The
identification data may be obtained by the tag 118, for
example, by accessing a cookie that may be installed in the
end user system 102, by accessing login information associ
ated with the user if the user logged into the content site 110.
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by identifying the user's internet protocol (IP) address and/or
a Media Access Control (MAC) address from network pack
ets transmitted to and/or from the content site 110 and the end

user systems 102, combinations of the same or the like.
0048. At block 214, the visitor processing system 140
generates visitor segment reports, which can be custom
reports accessible by marketing users and which may include
segment information on the aggregated visitor profile data
organized by visitor segments. This segment information can
include information regarding visitors who are frequent visi
tors to the content site 110, or information regarding visitors
who are frequent purchasers of the content sit 110, to name a
few examples. Segments may advantageously be defined by
the marketing users via customization user interfaces pro
vided by the visitor processing system 140, many examples of
which are described in greater detail below (see FIGS. 5
through 20). The custom reports provided by the visitor pro
cessing system 140 can be generated or updated in real time or
Substantially real time, for example, on the order of seconds
or minutes in response to receiving updated visitor data.
0049. In addition, marketing user customizations made to
reports and/or types of visitor data gathered or operations
upon the data can take effect in real or near real time. The
reports can reflect this dynamic activity, advantageously in
certain embodiments overcoming deficiencies in existing
systems that apply batch processing daily. Even in existing
systems that provide real time reporting, Such systems may be
controlled by the tag vendorand, therefore, may be inflexible
or impossible to customize by the marketing users. In con
trast, the visitor processing system 140 can enable the mar
keting users to have control over the types of data collected
and/or processed, the configuration rules that process the
data, and the way that Such processed data is output via
reports to those users. As a result, in certain embodiments, the
visitor processing system 140 can provide greater marketing
agility to marketing users and can provide increased perfor
mance for tracking visitor data.
0050 Turning to FIG. 3, an embodiment of a visitor pro
cessing system 240 is shown in greater detail. The visitor
processing system 240 can have all the features of the visitor
processing system 140. In the depicted embodiment, the visi
tor processing system 240 is in communication with the mar
keting user systems 104 over a network 208, which may be
the network 108 described above with respect to FIG. 1. The
visitor processing system 240 as shown includes various
components such as a visitor profile configuration module
242, a visitor data collector 244, a visitor data aggregator 246.
and a reporting module 248. A visitor profiles data store 250
is also in communication with the visitor processing system
240. The visitor processing system 240 and each of the com
ponents thereof can be implemented in computer hardware
and/or software. In some embodiments, the visitor processing
system 240 can be part of or used in conjunction with a tag
management System, such as the tag management System
150.

0051. The visitor profile configuration module 242 can
output one or more user interfaces that enable marketing users
of the user systems 104 to customize the way that visitor data
is tracked and/or analyzed by the visitor processing system
240. Many example such user interfaces are described in
greater detail below. In general, in one embodiment, the visi
tor profile configuration module 242 allows marketing users
to define visitor profile definitions or templates that include
attributes of data to be collected from the content site 110 as
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well as rules to be used in transforming collected visitor data
into visitor profiles for further analysis. The visitor profile
templates can be stored in the visitor profile data repository
250. Visitor data transformed into visitor profiles based on
one or more visitor profile templates may also be stored in the
data repository 250. These visitor profiles may be accessed by
marketing users for reporting and marketing or business intel
ligence analysis. The profiles may also be accessed from the
repository 250 programmatically for taking further program
matic action Such as content page personalization (described
in greater detail below).
0.052 The visitor data collector 244 can perform the actual
data collection of visitor profile data by communicating with
the tag 118 in the tag server 120 described above with respect
to FIG. 1. In one embodiment, the data collection process
works by the tag 118 itself including an inline frame (“if
rame’) HTML element that further includes an HTML form.
This frame may or may not be visible on the content page 112.
The form can automatically obtain visitor data elements from
the content page and Submit those visitor data elements to the
visitor processing system 240 (and/or tag server 120) via an
HTTP POST or GET operation. In another embodiment, the
tag can provide the visitor data to the visitor data collector 244
using a web services communication scheme, for example, by
making application programming interface (API) calls over
the network 108 to the visitor data collector 244.

0053. The visitor data aggregator 246 can aggregate like
data based on the particular visitor and/or the type of data
being aggregated, for example, based on attributes of the data
and/or user. For instance, if a user has visited a site a number
of times, each time the user visits the site the visitor data

aggregator 246, can increment a variable or attribute corre
sponding to the number of times the user has visited the site.
Further, the visitor data aggregator 246 can apply one or more
rules to those attributes in the visitor data to transform the

visitor data into segment-based data. This segment data can
provide enhanced information about segments of visitors to
the content site 110. For instance, the visitor data aggregator
246 can assign one or more badges or labels to a particular
class of visitors based on a rule-based analysis of the visitors
browsing habits with respect to the content site 110. Users
that share a particular badge can represent a segment of users
having certain characteristics that may be interesting to study
for targeted marketing or other purposes. The badges can also
represent gamification of analytics that can provide useful
insights to marketing users about visitor behavior. Badges are
described in greater detail below (see, e.g., FIGS. 7 through
10).
0054 Another example of information that can be aggre
gated by the visitor data aggregator 246 is metrics about the
data. For instance, the visitor data aggregator 246 can com
pute a metric Such as the total number of purchases made by
a user on an ecommerce content site or other numerical values
related to the user's interactions with the content site. In still

other embodiments, the visitor data aggregator 246 can com
pile attributes such as flags or Boolean values associated with
the visitor's profile. Such flags might represent data related to
whether a user has left unpurchased items in an electronic
shopping cart, whether a user tends to use a chat function, or
whether a user clicks Social networking links to share infor
mation about the content site, to name a few examples. Such
flags or Boolean values can provide useful insight into the
activities of different users with respect to the content site.
Still other attributes that can be determined by the visitor
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aggregator module 246 includes funnels, such as purchase
funnels, and sequences, as well as properties, dates and other
attributes. These attributes are described in greater detail
below with respect to FIGS. 7 and 11-17.
0055. The reporting module 248 can provide a custom
reporting user interface that allows marketing users to query
visitor attributes and organize visitor attributes based on dif
ferent segments or dimensions of those visitor attributes. For
instance, such a user interface can allow users to sort or

organize or otherwise view a portion of visitors that share a
common attribute such as a badge or flag or funnel character
istic or the like. Thus, the reporting module 248 can provide
a flexible interface for marketing users to view different seg
ments of the visitor profile data. Further, changes made by
users via the visitor profile configuration module 242 can be
reflected in the reports provided by the reporting module 248
in real time or near real-time. Thus, for example, if an mar
keting user desires to track a new characteristic implemented
on a content page, the user can easily specify via the visitor
profile configuration module 242 to track this particular
attribute, and the visitor data collector 244 can begin tracking
this data almost immediately. Likewise, the visitor data
aggregator 246 can rapidly begin aggregating the collected
data, and the reporting module 248 can also rapidly output
this information in a format requested by the user. This type of
flexibility provided by the visitor processing system 240 in
certain embodiments can greatly enhance the ability of mar
keting users to see rapidly-changing visitor behavior and gain
insights into how to personalize content pages to better target
visitors or to promote purchases or other desired visitor
behavior.

0056 Turning to FIGS. 4A through 4C, various additional
processes 400, 420, and 440 are shown, which may be imple
mented by the visitor processing system 140 or 240 (or other
components of the computing environment 100 of FIG. 1).
For instance, in FIG. 4A an embodiment of a visitor profile
configuration process 400 is shown, which may be imple
mented by the visitor profile configuration module 242 of
FIG 2.

0057. At block 402 of FIG. 4A, the visitor profile configu
ration module 242 can receive a request from a marketing user
to configure a visitor profile definition or template. In
response, at block 404, the configuration module 242 can
output a visitor profile user interface that enables the market
ing user to specify site visitor attributes and rules of a visitor
profile template to be applied to visitor data. Generally, any
collection of one or more attributes and/or one or more rules

may be part of a visitor profile definition or template. A user
need not define a specific visitor template explicitly, but may
rather do so implicitly by defining one or more attributes
and/or one or more rules. Thus, for convenience, the remain

der of this specification frequently describes the definition of
attributes and/or rules without specifically referring to the
creation of visitor profile definitions or templates. It should be
understood that any reference to attribute or rule creation/
editing features can be considered to refer to creation or
editing of visitor profile templates.
0058. At block 406 of FIG. 4A, the configuration module
242 can receive marketing user configurations of site visitor
attributes and/or rules and store customized attributes and/or

rules for later analysis and dynamic reporting at block 408.
0059 Turning to FIG. 4B, an embodiment of a visitor data
analysis process 420 is shown that can be implemented, for
example, by the visitor data aggregator 246. The visitor data

aggregator 246 can capture data associated with the visitors of
a content site at block 422 and transform this visitor data

according to configuration rules 424. The configuration rules
may have been specified by an marketing user using the
process 400 or the like described above. The visitor data
analysis process 420 via the visitor data aggregator 246 can
save the transformed visitor data in visitor profiles created for
each unique visitor at block 426. At block 428, a visitor
segment report can be provided based on the visitor attributes
and this block 428 may be implemented or performed by the
reporting module 248.
0060 A more detailed view of a segment reporting process
440 is shown in FIG. 4C. In the example process 440, the
reporting module 248 can output a reporting user interface for
presentation to an marketing user at block 442. The reporting
module 248 can receive a user selection of the site visitor

attributes for which to generate a report at block 444. At block
446, the reporting module 248 can receive an marketing user
query parameters with respect to the selected site visitor
attributes and may generate the segment report based on the
selected visitor attributes at block 448. The reporting module
248 can output the segment report for presentation to the
marketing user at block 450.
III. Example Visitor Processing System User
Interfaces

0061 FIGS. 5 through 24 depict example user interfaces
that can be output by the visitor processing system 140 or 240.
These user interfaces include features for customizing visitor
profile template configurations, analyzing and generating
segment reports, integrating visitor data collected by the visi
tor processing system with external vendor features, and the
like. In particular, FIGS. 5 through 20 depict visitor profile
configuration user interfaces that can be generated by the
visitor profile configuration module 242, FIG. 21 is an
example user reporting interface described below, and FIG.
22 is an example integration user interface which is also
described below. In addition, FIG.23 depicts an example data
Source user interface, and FIG. 24 depicts an example data
mapping user interface. Each of these user interfaces are
described in greater detail below.
0062 Each of the user interfaces shown includes one or
more user interface controls that can be selected by an mar
keting user, for example, using a browser or other application
software. Thus, each of the user interfaces shown may be
output for presentation by a browser such as the browser 105
or the like or any other application software. The user inter
face controls shown are merely illustrative examples and can
be varied in other embodiments. For instance, buttons, drop
down boxes, select boxes, text boxes, check boxes, slider

controls, and other user interface controls shown may be
substituted with other types of user interface controls that
provide the same or similar functionality. Further, user inter
face controls may be combined or divided into other sets of
user interface controls such that similar functionality or the
same functionality may be provided with very different look
ing user interfaces. Moreover, each of the user interface con
trols may be selected by a user using one or more input
options, such as a mouse, touch screen input, or keyboard
input, among other user interface input options.
0063 Turning to the visitor profile configuration user
interfaces of FIGS. 5 through 20, a visitor profile configura
tion user interface 500 in FIG. 5 is shown. The user interface

500 includes features for constructing visitor profile tem
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plates, discovering data with respect to visitor profiles created
from visitor data by generating reports and features for
obtaining visitor profiles through API access. The example
visitor profile configuration user interfaces can provide func
tionality for marketing users to specify different types of
visitor profile templates to be used in creating visitor profiles
from captured visitor data.
0064. In FIG. 5, the user interface 500 includes various
menu options 510 for accessing features of the visitor profile
configuration module 242 and reporting module 248 of the
visitor processing system 240. These menu options 510
include a set of tabs 512, 514 and 516 that may be selected by
a user. The menu options 510 include a build option 512
which upon selection can output a user interface 600 shown in
FIG. 6 (described below) or the like, a discover option 514
which upon selection can output a custom reports interface
2400 shown in FIG. 21 (described below) or the like, and an
APIsampler option 516 which, upon selection, can output an
integration user interface 2200 shown in FIG. 22 (described
below) or the like.
0065. Using the build option 512, an marketing user can
configure visitor profile templates. As described above, a
visitor profile template can be made up of one or more
attributes (or rules, discussed below) which are defined or
customized by a marketing user. Some attributes may be
updated each time an event happens, such as a visitor inter
action with a content page, while other attributors may be
composed of multiple conditions and rely on values of other
attributes created by the marketing user. As described above,
badges are one example of these attributes. A badge can
include an icon or label that may be assigned to a visitor based
on different attributes or characteristics of that visitor's inter

actions with the content page, whether within a single visitor
over multiple visits.
0066. One example of such a badge is shown in FIG. 5, the
badge 530. The badge 530 is shown as merely an example to
illustrate one optional configuration of an attribute that may
be made by a marketing user. The badge 530 is titled “fan
boy' and depicts a square icon with a Smiley face Superim
posed therein. The “fanboy' badge represents the following
other attributes of a visitor, including that: the visitor has
viewed at least five products on the content site, has pur
chased at least 90% of the products viewed, and has visited
the content site at least three separate times. These attributes
may be configured by a marketing user using the various user
interfaces shown in FIGS. 6 through 20. Another example of
a badge that might be configured by a marketing user is a
window shopper badge. For instance, the window shopper
might be assigned to a user having the following attributes:
the user is visited at least four times to the content site, has

never made a purchase, and has never added items to his
shopping cart (or has added items to his or her shopping cart
but has never purchased any of those items).
0067. As another example, a frequent visitor badge might
be assigned to a user who has visited a content site a total of
at least 20 times and has visited at least two times in the last

seven days. As another example, an impulse buyer badge
might be assigned to a user who has an average product view
per purchase of less than two and a total products purchased
is greater than one. Further, still another example of a badge
might be a VIP user badge that might be assigned if a user has
visited a content site more than two times per week, has a
spending total in excess of S1,000, and has tweeted a link or
liked an item on the content page on Facebook (or another

Social networking site). These badges and the criteria that
trigger their assignment to visitors are merely examples of a
massively customizable number of badges that may be con
figured by marketing users to represent visitors to the content
site based on the attributes of their visiting interactions with
the content site.

0068. As described above, data about the user visits may
be obtained by the tag container and the tag on the tag server
and provided to the visitor processing system. The visitor
processing system can apply the attributes and rules for trans
forming those attributes into badges or other types of
attributes which will be described in greater detail below.
Further, using the reporting user interface 2100 of FIG. 21 or
the like, a marketing user can analyze different segments of
visitors based on the data collected about those visitors and

transformed into specific attributes such as badges.
0069. a. Attribute Creation Overview and Example Badge
Attribute Creation

(0070 Turning to FIG. 6, a user interface 600 is shown that
may be obtained by a user selecting the build menu option 512
from FIG. 5. In the user interface 600, user interface 600

options for selecting attributes 612 and rule 614 are provided.

The attributes 612 can be attributes of visitors or attributes
associated with visitor interactions with the content site. The

attributes may be as simple as flags indicating whether a user
has performed a certain interaction with respect to the content
site. Such as clicking on a link or purchasing a product. Con
versely, the attributes may be as complex as a funnel repre
senting a predefined ordered list of events, such as a payment
funnel that occurs through a series of clicks or item selection
events made by a user.
0071. In the depicted embodiment, the attributes option
612 is selected and a plurality of example attributes 620 are
shown organized by title, type, and scope. Some examples of
these attributes include a “visit start date' that may be set to
determine when a user started visiting a website, a “visit end
date' that may be used to determine when a visitor ended his
visit, a “visit duration,” “lifetime visit count, and the like.
The attributes 620 shown can be collected for all end users

that visit the content site or a subset thereof. Options may be
provided in some embodiments for a marketing user to deter
mine which subset of users will be tracked according to the
selected attributes.

0072 The example types of attributes 620 shown include
properties, metrics, dates, flags, sequences, and the like.
Other attributes may also be provided, examples of which will
be described in greater detail below. The scope of the
attributes can relate to the current visit that a visitor is expe
riencing with respect to the content site. The current visit can
be a current browse session, for instance, with respect to the
content site. The current visit may begin when the user ini
tially loads a content page from the content site and may end
when the user leaves the content page or is otherwise inactive
for a period of time (such as 30 minutes or more). Alterna
tively, the scope can refer to the visitor instead of the current
visit and may therefore correspond to lifetime visits to the
content page by the visitor. Other scopes are possible, includ
ing a configurable time period Such as the past 30 days or the
like.

0073. An add visitor attribute button 630 is also shown in
the depicted embodiment. The add visitor attribute button 630
may be selected by a user to add a new visitor attribute to the
list of attributes 620. Likewise, any of the attributes 620 may
be selected by a marketing user to edit the attribute 620. Upon
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selection of the visitor attribute button 630, a user interface

such as the user interface 700 of FIG.7 may be output for
presentation to the user.
0074. In the user interface 700 of FIG. 7, various options
for selecting attribute types 710 to create a new attribute are
shown. Upon selection of one of the attribute types 710, the
user can define specific characteristics associated with the
attribute to be used for analysis of data collected with respect
to end users. Users whose characteristics in interacting with
the content site satisfy characteristics or rules associated with
an attribute can be assigned that attribute. In the depicted
embodiment, the attribute types that can be selected from
include badges, which can include labels or other indicia used
to identify segments of users (e.g., frequent visitors); metrics,
which can store numerical data such as a return visit count;
metric sets, which can store sets or collections of metrics;

properties, which can store strings such as the name of a
favorite product; property sets, which can store sets of prop
erties; flags, which can store true or false or Boolean values;
dates, which can store a date value Such as a date when a user

last visited the content page; funnels, which can store a pre
determined order list of events such as a payment funnel; and
sequences, which can store an ordered list of events.
0075 For illustrative purposes, creation of an attribute of
the badge type is shown in detail with respect to FIGS. 8A
through 10. Example user interfaces for customizing other
attribute types are described below with respect to FIGS. 11
through 17.
0076 Referring to FIG. 8A, if the badge attribute type 710
is selected in FIG. 7, a user interface 800 or the like may be
output for presentation to a user. In the user interface 800,
various options 802 for configuring a badge attribute are
output for presentation to a user. These options 802 include
controls 810 for configuring characteristics of a badge. Such
as the title of the badge. In the depicted example, the title of
the badge is “Window Shopper” and may have been entered
by a marketing user. The options 802 also include controls
810 for entering any notes that a marketing user may wish to
enter to describe the badge.
0077. In the depicted embodiment, the scope for badges is
the visitor scope, and thus the badge may correspond to
lifetime visits by the visitor. However, in other embodiments,
the scope can be for a current visit instead of the visitor Scope,
or for some other time period as described above. The user
interface controls 810 also include functionality for specify
ing further details about the badge itself, such as a text label to
be displayed for the badge, an image to be selected for the
badge, shape, theme, and colors to be selected for the badge,
and the like. Thus, a marketing user can define any charac
teristic to be associated with a badge to distinguish the badge
from other badges and to provide customization of the look
and feel of the badge.
0078. In addition, a created transformation button 820 is
also provided that can be selected by a marketing user to add
a transformation for the badge. The transformation can
include one or more conditions or rules that transform incom

ing visitor data collected by the visitor data collector 244 into
data that represents the attribute shown. In particular, in the
depicted embodiment, the rules can transform visitor data
into an indication of whether a visitor should be assigned the
“Window Shopper badge. The transformations may be per
formed by the visitor data aggregator 246 of FIG. 2, which
can aggregate the data and transform the data into a useable
format according to the one or more conditions or rules speci

fied in the transformation. By selecting a finish button 830,
the badge attribute can be created.
0079. If the created transformation button 820 is selected,
a popup box (not shown) can provide options for either
assigning a badge based on a set of conditions or removing a
badge from visitors when those conditions no longer apply.
Other conditions for assigning the badge to the visitor can
include when the visitor is a new visitor or when it is a new

visit or upon any page event or the like.
0080. If a user selects to assign a badge from the popup
box, a user interface such as user interface 850 of FIG.8B can

be displayed. In the user interface 850 of FIG. 8B, an example
transformation 830 is shown. The example transformation
830 includes an example condition 932 that assigns this badge
to a visitor when a visit has ended. Additional rules may be
specified for triggering the assignment of this badge by
selecting an “attach a rule” button 834. Upon selection of the
attach rule button 834, a list of rules 836 can be displayed,
from which a user can select to attach to the transformation.

Some example rules are shown in the list of rules 836, includ
ing “visit is direct,” “visit is referred, and so forth. Other
rules may be selected by scrolling down through the list 836.
These rules may be created by accessing the rules option 614
of FIG. 6, for example, as described in greater detail with
respect to FIG. 18A below.
I0081 Rules can also be created by selecting an “add a new
rule” button 838. Selection of this button 838 can cause a user

interface 900 shown FIG.9 to be displayed. (A similar inter
face can be selected from FIG. 6 to create a new rule; see
FIGS. 18A and 18B) In the user interface 900 of FIG.9, a new
rule creation box is shown that includes options for creating a
new rule, including a text box 910 for titling the rule. In this
particular embodiment for the window shopper badge, a user
has created a title “Did not purchase this for this rule. One or
more conditions 920 can be selected for the rule. The condi
tion 920 shown is an “if condition and includes subcondi

tions 922, 924, 926, and 927. The subconditions include a

dropdown box 922 for selecting an attribute (see also FIG.
18B). Any attribute available in the attribute list 620 of FIG.
6 can be selected or a new attribute can be created (see FIG.
18B). A dropdown box 924 includes options for comparing
the attribute selected in the box 922 with some value selected
from box 926. The value Selected in box 926 can be an

attribute. Such as a metric, or some custom value that can be

specified in box 927. Controls 928 are provided for adding (or
removing) additional conditions to the “if statement. An
“add or condition” button 929 may also be selected to add a
Boolean “OR” condition to the rule.

I0082 Referring to FIG. 10, a user interface 1000 is shown
in which an example rule has been attached to the transfor
mation830 for the “Window Shopper” badge of FIG.8B. The
rule 1033 is entitled “visitor did not purchase.” This rule is
triggered if the data object “cart value' is greater than Zero.
This rule may have been created using the user interface 900
of FIG.9 to specify that the data object “cart value.” selected
from the dropdown box 922, is greater than (box 924) a
custom value (box 926) of Zero (text entered into box 927).
I0083. Thus, in certain embodiments, the badge window
shopper created in FIGS. 8 through 10 can be assigned to a
visitor when a visit has ended and if the visitor did not pur
chase as specified by the rule 1033. Of course, additional rules
may also be attached to any badge attribute to create a more
complex set of conditions or rules that would trigger the
badge being assigned to a visitor. Likewise, similar sets of one
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or more rules or conditions can be attached to a badge
attribute to remove or deassign a badge from a visitor.
0084 a. Example Attribute Creation. Other Attributes
I0085 FIGS. 11 through 17 illustrate example user inter
faces for creating other types of attributes. Referring specifi
cally to FIG. 11, an example user interface 1100 is shown for
configuring a metric attribute. As described above, metric
attributes can store numerical data about a user visit or col

lection of visits. In addition, metrics can perform operations
on numerical data to produce new metric values, for instance
by performing transformations, much like the transforma
tions that were discussed above with respect to the badge
attribute. The user interface controls for configuring the met
ric attribute are similar to the user interface controls for con

figuring the badge attribute in Some respects including, for
example, controls 1110 for creating a title and entering
optional notes about the metric attribute. In addition, a scope
selector 1112 allows the scope to be identified for this metric
attribute as being either associated with the visitor (e.g., over
a collection of the visitor's visits) or for the current visit that

the visitor has with the content site. Attributes created with the

“current visit scope can be triggered within each individual
visit, as opposed to over several visits in Some embodiments.
I0086 A “create a transformation button 1120 may be
selected by the user to create transformations. Upon selection
of this button 1120, a select box 1130 is shown giving options
for creating different types of transformations to associate
with this metric attribute. These types can include an incre
ment or decrement metric that increments or decrements a

metric based on a set of conditions. For instance, a visit count
can be a metric that uses the increment transformation Such

that each time an end user visits a content site, this metric is

incremented by one to produce a total visit count over the
lifetime of the visitor. Other metric creation options in the
select box 1130 include a set ratio metric or transformation

that can set the quotient of two metrics as a new ratio metric;
a set product transformation that can set the product of two
metrics as a new metric; a set difference transformation that
can set the difference of two metrics as a new metric; a set Sum
transformation that can set the Sum of two metrics as a new

metric; set metric transformation that can set the metric to a

specific number; and a set difference between two dates trans
formation that can set the difference between two dates as a

new metric. These transformations are examples and may be
further combined, for example, by creating both a product and
a sum, or both a quotient and a difference, or any number of
different operations to create a single metric from a plurality
of data inputs related to visitor data.
0087 Although not shown, a similar user interface could
be used to define a metric set. Metric sets can include a set of

metrics that is dynamic in nature, in contrast to metrics, which
may be static in nature. An example of a static metric is “time
on site, which can represent the amount of time a user spent
in a browse session on a content site. A metric set can grow
over time with name-value pairs that represent changing met
rics with respect to user visit behavior. For example, a metric
sent might include an array of times to be collected. Such as
“time-spent"football’=120 minutes, time-spent"base
ball=60 minutes.” etc. The values in a metric set may be
determined at runtime, rather than during configuration,
although the opposite may be true in some embodiments.
0088 For instance, as shown in FIG. 12, an example user
interface 1200 depicts a transformation 1230 selected from
the create a transformation button 1120 to set a ratio. In the
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depicted embodiment, the options 1230 enable a metric to be
set to a first attribute value 1232 selected from a dropdown
box divided by a second attribute value 1234 selected from a
dropdown box, when a certain triggering event occurs
selected from a dropdown box 1236 (such as when the visitor
is a new visitor or when the visit ends, etc.). Likewise, a rule
1238 can be attached to the metric to apply further processing
or configuration to the metric. Rule creation using the attach
a rule button 1238 can be similar to rule creation described

above and below with respect to FIGS. 18A through 20.
I0089 FIG. 13 depicts an example user interface 1300 for
configuring a property attribute. The user interface 1300 is
similar to the other user interfaces described above for creat

ing or configuring attributes. For example, the user interface
1300 includes options 1310 for adding a title and optional
notes to associate with the property attribute as well as scope
buttons 1312 to determine the scope of this attribute. Upon
selection of a creative transformation button 1320, transfor
mations 1330 are shown. One or more transformations can be
created for this attribute similar to the other attributes

described above. The transformation 1330 provides options
to set a property to a custom value or another value defined
elsewhere in the visitor processing system. For instance, data
Sources can be specified that are provided in the content site's
content pages (see, e.g., FIG. 23). These data sources can
include, e.g., a user name of the visitor, page name, cart value
for an electronic shopping cart value, or any other piece of
data which the content page wishes to define and track. The
property attribute can be set to this particular value specified
by a data source or any other attribute via the transformation
1330. As a result, the property attribute can be stored and also
operated upon by other attributes or rules. As an example, a
“cart value' property attribute can be checked by a rule in a
“Window Shopper badge attribute to determine whether a
user ever purchases items or is merely just looking. Likewise,
properties may be used to filter segments or otherwise arrange
results in a reporting user interface (see, e.g., FIG. 21).
0090 Although not shown, property sets can be config
ured similarly. The attribute of a property set can contain
more than one assigned String property value. If a property
(not a property set) called “category' is setto “football (e.g.,
representing a football-related link selected by a user) and is
then set again to “baseball” (e.g., representing a similar link),
the result may change from “category=football to
“category-baseball. Each of these properties is a string. In
contrast, as property set called “category can be first set to
“football.” with the result that “category-football.” and can
then be set to “baseball, with the result that the string “base
ball' is appended to the property set such that “category=
football, baseball.” Property sets can be used to detect cor
relations in visitor data, such as whether a visitor selected

links related to both football and baseball within a visit (or
multiple visits) to a content page.
(0091. In FIG. 14, another example user interface 1400 is
shown, which can be used to configure a flag attribute. The
user interface 1400 also includes options 1410 for assigning a
title and optional notes to the attribute as well as a scope
button set 1412 to define the scope of the attribute. A create a
transformation button 1420 is also shown, which can allow

one or more transformations to be created. An example trans
formation 1430 shown can allow the flag to be set to a Bool
ean value Such as true or false when a triggering condition or
conditions occur, as defined by the dropdown box 1434, and
optionally when one or more rules are satisfied as may be
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defined by attaching a rule 1436. In a simple example, the flag
attribute may be a new visitor attribute and may be assigned
when the condition of a new visitor being detected occurs. In
another example, the flag attribute may be titled “added item
to cart” and may be triggered when the condition of a visitor
adding an item to a shopping cart has occurred. This condition
may be detected by a rule that detects when their cart value
associated with the visitor is greater than Zero.
0092 Turning to FIG. 15, an example user interface 1500
is shown for configuring a date attribute. Options 510 are
provided for specifying the title of the attribute and optional
notes are shown as well as scope buttons 1512 for selecting
the scope of the attribute. A creative a transformation button
1520 is shown, which upon selection, enables the user to
select from an options popup box 1522 to either "capture the
date' to set the date to the current time stamp or to “set a date'
based on a set of conditions. In the “capture the date' trans
formation shown as example transformation 1530, the date
attribute can capture the date and time when one or more
following conditions are met specified by condition 1532,
Such as during a visit. A rule may also be attached using
button 1534. Thus, the date and time may be captured, for
instance, when a user adds an item to a shopping cart or clicks
a certain link taking the user to a certain page, etc.
0093. In FIG.16, an example user interface 1600 is shown
for configuring a funnel attribute. Option 1610 for assigning
the title and notes are supplied in the depicted embodiment.
Scope variables are not provided as the funnel attribute can be
determined for a single visit. Alternatively, funnels can be
determined from multiple visits. Create a step button 1620 is
provided similar to the creative transformation buttons
described above. A funnel may include a series of steps
including one or more steps that, once satisfied, indicate that
the attribute has occurred for a particular visitor. For instance,
a funnel attribute can represent a series of steps taken by a
visitor prior to (and optionally including) a purchase. Such a
purchase funnel can be indicative of how close visitors come
to purchasing items; visitors who make it further into the
funnel come closer to purchasing, and vice versa.
0094. One example step 1630 is shown to update the fun
nel, including options 1632 through 1638 for defining when
the step has occurred. For instance, a text box 1632 is pro
vided for specifying a title of the step, and a select box 1634
and attribute button 1636 are provided for adding attributes to
capture related to the funnel. A condition box 1638 is pro
vided for determining when this step is considered to have
occurred. Further, a rule may be attached by selecting a rule
button 1640.

0095. In certain embodiments, funnels can provide for the
configuration of an expected flow that has a known (or antici
pated) start and end. For example, a shopping experience on
an electronic commerce website can be modeled as a funnel

attribute, with step 1 being viewing a product (e.g., any num
ber of times), step 2 being adding the item to a cart, step 3
being to proceed to checkout, step 4 being filling out shipping
information, Step 5 including filling out billing information,
and step 6 including confirming the order. The funnel attribute
can allow the visitor to be traced through the funnel, provid
ing a resulting report of where visitors fall out of the funnel
(e.g., by stopping at a certain step in the funnel). This report
may be useful to marketing users who wish to determine the
conversion rate of end users, among other useful data.
0096. Funnel attributes may be time-ordered, such that in
order for a funnel to be associated with a visitor, the visitor

must follow the steps of the funnel in order. Other configura
tions that are not based on time-ordering are possible. Data
may be captured at each step of the funnel or at the end of the
funnel. For instance, it may be useful to inspect the value of a
shopping cart that a user abandoned midway into a purchase
funnel. Other funnel attribute features can include the ability
to make a step optional, meaning it can be skipped. In the
example above, shipping is often skipped because the billing
info often provides all the info needed for shipping.
0097 Purchase funnels are merely one example use of
funnel attributes. Other example uses for funnels include
campaigns, flight check-ins, email sign-ups, or any other
sequence of steps that use an online tool on the content site.
(0098 Referring to FIG. 17, an example user interface
1700 is shown for configuring a sequence attribute. The user
interface 1700 includes option 1710 for specifying a title and
optional notes and a scope button 1712 for selecting the
scope. In addition, the user interface 1700 includes a button
1720 for creating an entry, which can be similar to the create
transformation buttons described above. One or more entries

may be created to update a sequence. An example entry 1730
is shown that records an event for the sequence. The entry
1730 can capture attribute data specified using a select box
1732 and add/or attribute button 1734 upon a condition occur
ring as specified by the dropdown box 1736. Optionally, a rule
may also be attached 1738.
0099. In contrast to funnel attributes, which may have a
defined end-goal (Such as a purchase), sequences can log or
track more general data points, Such as click actions or link
selection actions of an end user. Sequences can provide a
mechanism for logging significant visitor events as a histori
cal trace, without the need to store all the data between the

events. For example, an end user's purchase history with
respect to an electronic commerce site can be represented by
a sequence attribute. The purchase history sequence can
include a list of the user's purchases but may not include, for
example, each of the user links selected between purchases.
Another example of a sequence can be a search keyword
history that resulted in a user finding a content page. Yet
another example can include a list of movies watched (e.g., in
a NetflixTM queue), and the like. Events in a sequence may be
associated with a timestamp so that later analysis of the
sequence can compare timestamps of the events.
0.100 a. Additional Rule Creation Features
0101 FIG. 18A shows another view of the example user
interface 600 of FIG. 6. In particular, the user interface 1800
shows that the rules option 614 of FIG. 6 is selected. A set of
rules 1804 is shown, which may have been created by the user
or provided by the vendor of the visitor processing system.
Each of the rules 1804 may be selected for customization by
a marketing user. A new rule may also be created by selecting
the add rule button 1806. Various features for creating rules
have been described above.

0102. In addition, selecting the add rule button 1806 can
show a user interface, such as an example user interface 1850
shown in FIG. 18B. The user interface 1850 provides options
1810 for titling and annotating a rule as well as conditions
1830 to specify for the rule. Selection of these conditions can
include dropdown boxes 1832, 1834, and 1836 for specifying
Subconditions associated with the condition. An example list
of attributes 1833 is shown, from which visitor attributes may
be selected, data sources may be selected, or the like. Math
ematical operators may be selected via the dropdown box
1834 to compare the attribute with a custom value as specified
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in the dropdown box 1836 or textbox 1838. For example, an
attribute may be selected from the dropdown box 1832 and
compared with a metric or property that is defined elsewhere
in the set of attributes described above. Select boxes 1840 can

be used to add or take away conditions. An “add or condition
button 1842 can be selected to add one or more additional
Boolean “OR” conditions.

(0103 FIG. 19 shows an example user interface 1900 simi
lar to that of FIG. 18B, depicting the custom value dropdown
box 1836 selected to show various custom values 1837 that

could be specified when creating a rule. In FIG. 20, an
example user interface 2000 shows how attributes can be
added from within the rule creation process with various
attributes types 2010 being selectable. The user interface
2000 may be output for presentation to a user upon selection
of an add visitor attribute button 1839 in FIG. 19 and may
have similar functionality to the attribution creation user
interfaces described above.

0104 a. Example Report Generation Features
0105 Turning to FIG. 21, an example reporting user inter
face is shown. In the example reporting user interface 2100.
options are shown for filtering the various attributes that have
been defined for visitors to produce a set of results 2140 that
illustrate aggregations or segments of visitor profile data. The
filters include metrics filters 2112 that enable a marketing
user to select different metrics associated with visitors as well

as flag filters 2114 and badge filters 2116. Other filters may
also be included in other embodiments.

0106 A user may select one or more of the metrics filters
2112 to adjust metrics associated with different users to be
output in the reporting section 2140. In the depicted embodi
ment, these metrics include products purchased, orders
placed, total visits, language, total purchase count, total pur
chase amount, and time of sale. These metrics may have been
defined using the interfaces described above. Different slider
selection tools 2111, 2113, and 2115 allow users to adjust the
values of metrics data to be displayed. For instance, the slider
2111 depicts values for a total purchase count that may be
selected. In this depicted embodiment, the user selected a
total purchase count between 10 and 30 to thereby view a
segment of visitors that purchased between 10 and 30 items.
Likewise, the slider 2113 has been used to select a total

purchase amount between values of 30,000 and 60,000. The
slider 2115 shows the metric “time of sale” being selected
between 10:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
0107. Within the flag filters 2114, various flags are shown
such as “has made purchase.” “emailed link.” “retweeted
link and “returning visitor, as well as a number of times that
those flags have occurred indicated by amount 2119. Check
boxes 2117 next to the flags are provided for selectively
selecting the flags to filter the output of the reporting area
2140. Similarly, check boxes 2117 are next to different
badges in the badge filters 2116. Different badges are shown
such as “VIP” “window shopper,” “fanboy, and the like, next
to amounts 2119 of visitors that have earned these badges or
been assigned these badges. Any combination of the badges
may be selected with the checkboxes 2117 to filter the output
of the reporting display 2140.
0108. The output of the reporting display 2140 can also be
adjusted by selecting the different perspective to show the
reporting data from using a drop down box 2120 that shows
(in this embodiment) that the perspective is from the point of
view of flags. Thus, different bars 2141 in the reporting dis
play 2140 reflect value amounts 2119 that different flags

represent, such as “has made purchase.” “emailed link.” etc. A
query is shown at the top represented by controls 2136 that
represents the selections of the filters 2110 to filter the differ
ent flags. Each of the Subaspects of the query can be dese
lected by clicking on Xbuttons 2137. In addition, selection of
a particular bar of the bar graph 2142 can show Snapshots
2150 of the metrics. The example reporting interface 2100 is
illustrative only and may be varied considerably in other
embodiments.

0109 a. Example API Data Integration Features
0110 Turning to FIG. 22, an example user interface 2200
is shown for integrating raw data output by the visitor pro
cessing system with third party vendor data or systems. The
integration user interface 2200 can provide functionality for
building a sample query using controls 2210 to query their
live feed or other date ranges for data. Additional API access
can be provided for developers of third party vendors to
access the raw visitor data collected by the visitor processing
system and processed using the transformations and rules
described above.

0111. The raw data may be used for more than just report
ing, either by the visitor processing system itselforthese third
party vendors. For instance, the data output by the visitor
processing system can be used for generating ads or ad cam
paigns, email campaigns, personalization including ads or
recommendations or the like. For instance, in one embodi

ment the visitor processing system outputs a periodic feed
(for example daily, monthly, weekly, hourly) of data from the
visitor processing system to external vendors so that the ven
dors can use this data to update information about visitors.
The data in the feed can be used to perform business intelli
gence, aggregate the data for long-term trends and trend
analysis, and the like.
0112. In yet another embodiment, the raw data or pro
cessed data output by the visitor processing system can be
used to update the content site itself by personalizing the
content of the content site based on the visitors and their

attributes. For instance, a marketing user may create a “chat
ter' badge that is assigned to visitors who are influenced by
chat because they tend to purchase items when they are using
a chat function on the content site. If such a visitor comes to

the content site, the content site can programmatically per
sonalize itself to show a chat window more prominently for
that particular visitor. As another example, if a visitor is
assigned a VIP badge, the content site may not show ads to the
user. If the user is a regular buyer, the content site may give a
10% discount offer to that user. As yet another example, if a
badge “early adopter is assigned to a visitor, the content site
may show the latest electronic gadgets to the user or prioritize
those gadgets in a display to a user over other gadgets or
products.
0113 a. Example DataSource Specification and Mapping
Features

0114 Referring to FIG. 23, an example data source user
interface 2300 is shown. As described above, data sources

may be accessed when creating attributes and/or rules to
access data that is part of the content page or that is associated
with the browser or end user system itself. These data sources
may be specified by a marketing user associated with the
content site so that the visitor processing system can be aware
of these data sources and know to collect their data. For

instance, if the content site is an electronic shopping site and
has a shopping cart, and if one of its content pages has a "cart
value' data source, the marketing user can use this user inter
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face 2300 to specify that the cart value data source is available
and should be obtained for analysis in the visitor data.
0115. A button 2302 is provided for adding a data source.
Upon selection of this button, a row can be added to the user
interface 2300. Data inserted in the new row can be saved in

computer storage. Such as in a database. The row can include
a text box 2310 for specifying the name of the data source,
select boxes 2320 for specifying the type of the data source,
and a description box 2334 providing a written description of
the data source. The name 2310 in the textbox 2310 can be the

name of the data source used by the content site. Specifying
this name can enable the visitor processing system to be
aware of which variable or data source to look for when

obtaining data using the tag container 114 and/or tag 118 (see
FIG. 1).
0116. The type of the data source identified in the drop
down box 2310 can be a data object that is associated with the
page itself, it may be a JavaScript page variable or other script
value associated with the page, a meta tag associated with the
page, a query string parameter associated with an HTTP PUT
or GET statement, or a cookie value that is associated with the

end user system or browser. Other options are also possible.
Thus, if the data sources are specified in the user interface
2300, the visitor processing system can obtain data from the
specified data sources using an appropriate tag 118.
0117. As shown in FIG. 24, a user interface 2400 for
mapping the data sources can be used for some tags. The user
interface 2400 shows example tags added to the tag server(s)
120 from third party vendors. In the depicted embodiment,
these tags include a live person tag and a GoogleTMAnalytics
tag. Configuration details 2702 for the GoogleTM Analytics
tag are provided and mapped data sources 2710 are also
shown. The mapped data sourcefunctionality can be provided
to enable a user to map the data sources defined in the user
interface 2300 to a data source in the tag vendor's tag. How
ever, in certain embodiments, such mapping is not performed
by the visitor processing system for the visitor attributes and
rules described above. Rather, the mapping may not be
needed because the visitor processing system can collect all
the data sources specified by the marketing user and can make
these available in the attributes and rules configuration dis
plays without further mapping required. Mapping may
instead be used with such visitor rules and attributes in other
embodiments.

0118 a. Detailed Example Computing Environments
0119 Turning to FIG. 25, a more detailed example
embodiment of a computing environment 2500 is shown that
can perform any of the tag management features described
herein. The computing environment 2500 is a more detailed
example of implementation of the computing environment
100 of FIG.1. As in FIG. 1, end user systems 102 are shown
in communication with content sites 110 which may commu
nicate over a network (not shown). In addition, marketing
user systems 104 are also shown. The computing environ
ment 2500 facilitates implementation of a tag management
system 2540, which may include the functionality of the
visitor processing systems described above. Alternatively, the
functionality of the visitor processing systems may be imple
mented in place of the tag management system 2540 in FIG.
25, without using some or all of the features of the tag man
agement systems described herein.
0120 In the depicted embodiment, the tag management
system 2540 is shown distributed in a cloud platform that
provides redundant and geographically dispersed access to

the tag management system 2540. In particular, the tag man
agement system 2540 is implemented in various cloud
regions 2572. These cloud regions may be implemented in
any type of cloud platform, which may simply be a data center
operated by a vendor of the tag management system or by a
third party vendor such as Amazon Web ServicesTM,
Microsoft AZureTM, RackSpaceTM LinodeTM, combinations of
the same, or the like. Each cloud region 2572 includes a load
balancer 2576 that can balance requests to tag management
system instances 2540.
I0121 The tag management system instances 2540 can be
implemented as virtual machines and/or physical machines.
In the Amazon Web Services embodiment, the instances 2540

can be elastic compute cloud (EC2) instances that are distrib
uted geographically for faster and redundant access to geo
graphically dispersed analysis user systems 104. In addition,
visitor profile data storage devices 2530 are shown in the
different cloud regions 2572 and can store tag and visitor data
in the cloud. Virtual private network (VPN) tunnels 2580
facilitate secure communication in a virtual private network
among the different cloud regions 2572 and enable adminis
trator users (not shown) of the tag management system to
access tag management system instances 2540.
I0122. In an embodiment, the virtual private network is
facilitated or provided by a private cloud service, such as the
Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) service provided by Amazon
Web ServicesTM. The private cloud service can provide secu
rity to the tag management system instances 2540 by virtue of
obscuring IP addresses of the tag management instances
2540. The tag management system instances 2540 may have
nonpublic IP addresses so that each tag management system
instance 2540 does not need to have security software that is
responsible for securing the tag management system 2540
itself.

I0123. A geodns provider 2560 is provided for interfacing
between content sites 110, analysis user systems 104, and the
various tag management system instances 2540. The geodins
provider 2560 also provides access to published tags 2590
which are stored in tag servers 2594 accessible through one or
more or content delivery networks (CDNs) 2592. The func
tion of the geodns provider 2560 in one embodiment is to
periodically determine which CDN hosting the tags has the
lowest latency, thereby selecting which CDN to point the
content site 110 to when accessing tags on the tag servers
2594. The geodins provider 2560 may implement the DYN
DNS system in one embodiment.
0.124 Advantageously, in certain embodiments, by storing
tags in CDNs, tag access can be much faster than if tags were
stored in locally hostedtag servers. Further, by using a geodins
provider 2560, access to tags can be even more rapidly
achieved by cycling through the fastest available CDNs 2592.
0.125 Turning to FIG. 26, another embodiment of a visitor
processing system 2600 is shown. The visitor processing
system 2600 can include any of the features of the visitor
processing systems 140, 240 described above. For instance,
the visitor processing system 2600 can generate any of the
user interfaces described above. Likewise, any of these visitor
processing systems 140, 240 can implement any of the fea
tures of the visitor processing system 2600. The visitor pro
cessing system 2600 represents an example detailed imple
mentation of tag management for visitor profile creation.
I0126. In the depicted embodiment, the visitor processing
system 2600 includes a visit event collector 2610, a message
queue 2620, a message router 2630, a visitor processor 2640,
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and a query aggregator 2650. In addition, the visitor process
ing system 2600 includes a visitor profile data repository
2670 and a REST server 2660. The visit event collector 2610

can include any of the features of the visitor data collector 244
of FIG.3 or a portion thereof. Likewise, the visitor processor
2640 and query aggregator 2650 can implement the function
ality of the visitor data aggregator 246 of FIG.3 or a portion
thereof. Further, the REST server 2660 can implement the
functionality of the reporting module 248 of FIG. 3 or a
portion thereof. Moreover, the visitor profile data store 2670
can store any of the data stored by the data store 270 of FIG.
3. In addition, the components shown in FIG. 26 can include
additional functionality.
0127. Each of the components shown can be implemented
in computer hardware and/or software. In one embodiment,
the components shown are implemented as Software
instances running inhardware. Some or all of the components
may be implemented with multiple instances, which may be
geographically co-located or geographically dispersed.
Arrows between the components shown in FIG. 26 represent
example flow of data and/or messages between the compo
nents, for example, over a network or via interprocess com
munication on the same computing device (e.g., a server).
Although some possible communication paths between the
components are indicated by these arrows, other communi
cation paths between the components are also possible.
0128. In the depicted embodiment, the visit event collector
2610 receives visitor event information. This visitor event

information may be obtained by a tag container invoking a
visitor tag. The tag container can be embedded in a content
page of a content site accessed by a visitor, and the tag
container can load the visitor tag (e.g., from a separate tag
server—see, e.g., FIG. 3). The visitor event information can
include any of the visitor profile data or visitor data described
above, including data about any end user interaction with the
content page(s), data about the end user's system hardware
and/or software (such as browser type), and so forth.
0129. The visit event collector 2610 can publish a visitor
event containing the visitor event information in response to
receiving the visitor event information. The visit event col
lector 2610 provides this visitor event to a message queue
2620 in one embodiment. The message queue 2620 can
implement message broker functionality that implements the
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) standard. For
example, the message queue 2620 can perform asynchronous
routing of messages between the various components of the
visitor processing system 2600. In one embodiment, the mes
sage queue 2620 implements some or all of the features of the
RabbitMQ message broker system. However, the message
queue 2620 can implement other message brokering systems
in other embodiments.

0130. The message queue 2620 provides an event mes
sage, picked from a queue, to a message router 2630 on a first
come, first serve basis. The event message can include the
visitor event data published by the visit event collector 2610
to the message queue 2620. In response to receiving the event
message, the message router 2630 can route the event mes
sage to a sharded queue implemented by the message queue
2620. The sharded queue may be implemented over multiple
servers to increase parallelism and processing efficiency.
0131 The sharded queue provides sharded event mes
sages (e.g., portions of the event message) to a visitor proces
sor 2640. The visitor processor 2640 can aggregate data from
the sharded event messages based on attributes of the data

and/or user. For instance, the visitor processor 2640 can per
form any of the aggregation functionality of the visitor data
aggregator 246 to produce visitor profile data based on
attributes and rules, as described above. The visitor processor
2640 can persist visitor profile data in visitor profile storage
2672 of the visitor profile data store 2670, for example, in
response to the end user's visit to the content site expiring or
ending. The visitor processor 2640 can also include an in
memory set of active visitor profiles 2642 associated with
current visitors to the content site (or sites). The visitor pro
cessor 2640 can persist the in-memory set of active visitor
profiles 2642 to visitor stream query storage 2674 in the
visitor data Store 2670.

0.132. In addition, a query aggregator 2650 obtains
sharded visitor query results from the message queue 2620
(e.g., in response to a query from a marketing user) and
maintains an in-memory set of aggregated visitor profiles
2652. The query aggregator 2650 also persists a near real time
aggregate visitor report in aggregated visitor result storage
2676, which can be accessed as part of a user query.
I0133. The REST server 2660 can received submitted que
ries and return query results in response, using HTTP, SOAP.
or other representational state transfer (REST) protocols (or
another protocol). Upon receiving a query for visitor profile
data (see FIG. 21 for a query example), the REST server 2660
can obtain the requested data from the visitor profile data
store 2670. In particular, the REST server 2660 can retrieve
historical query results from the visitor profile storage 2672,
near realtime visitor stream query results from the visitor
stream query storage 2674, and near realtime aggregate visi
tor query results from the aggregated visitor result storage
2676.

I0134. In an embodiment, the query can be streamed or
reported. Streamed queries can include queries for the raw
visitor profiles themselves, so that further processing can be
done (for example) by a marketing user system. Reported
queries can request reports based on visitor profiles. Such as
the example report shown in FIG. 21. Historical queries are
also possible, showing reports for a set of visitors at a previ
ous point in time (such as a day ago, or a week, month, or year
ago) as opposed to live, real time or near-real time (which can
be the default query option). A marketing user may wish to
compare historical results from a year ago with current results
(or with other historical results).
IV. Visitor Stitching Embodiments
0.135 A content site 110 can integrate the services of a
traditional web analytics system for the purpose of tracking
its visitors for behavioral analysis. Tracking these visitors can
be done so that when visitors render content within the prop
erty or application, the tracking code is triggered. This track
ing code can then invoke an event call (e.g., via HTTP(S))
back to the web analytics system for collection. Examples of
Such tracking code are described above, including the tag
container 114 and tags 116, 118 (see, e.g., FIG. 1).
0.136 The collection of events from a single user-agent
(e.g., the client software, such as the browser 103 of FIG. 1)
may be associated as a chronological sequence of events
known as a visit (sometimes referred to also as a session).
More specifically, the visit can be comprised of some or all the
sequenced set of events from the beginning of a visit until a
pre-determined period of inactivity has occurred. For
example, a user may open a fresh web browser, navigate to a
content site Such as www.acme.com, followed by Some num
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ber of page views. Each page view can be considered an event.
Further, data entered by the user into a form can also be
considered an event. Other events can correspond to any of
the attributes described above (such as events related to
badges, funnels, sequences, etc.). Each event can be associ
ated with a single visit of a user. In an embodiment, once
thirty minutes (or some other predefined time value) pass
without another page view, the web analytics system can
consider that visit concluded. Another following page view
(whether the browser was closed or not) may be considered
the first event of a new visit.

0.137. A visitor can be associated with a visitor profile
having a collection of visits associated with a single user
agent. A user-agent can include a single web browser or
application on a single device or end user system 102. Such
visitors may be provided a tracking identifier provided by the
web analytics system (see FIG. 27, described below). These
identifiers may be random in nature, in order to ensure that no
duplicates occur. These identifiers may be provided back by
the user-agent in order for the web analytics system to iden
tify the historical data to associate freshly received (incom
ing) events.
0138 A challenge of this tracking results from many
people interacting with a web property or application from
multiple user-agents or devices. The same challenge can be
expressed in a much older Scenario regarding the deletion of
cookies. Any standards-based web browser provides a feature
allowing the user to delete any orall cookies. Because cookies
may be utilized by web analytic services (including any of the
systems described herein) to store the visitor identifier, the
ability to delete cookies may cause the web analytic vendors
to interpret the visitor as new upon the next visit, resulting in
the assignment of a new identifier. Because this new identifier
can be different from the previous identifier, the visitor may
now be severed from any historical behavior.
0.139. In both of these cases, it can be highly desirable to
capture the complete picture of a user's behavior as it can be
expressed across devices and web browser cookie cleanses.
Desirably, a single user should be identifiable as one visitor as
the user navigates a web property or application across
browsers or devices.

0140 Embodiments of the systems described herein can
advantageously implement one or more visitor Stitching pro
cesses to address some or all of the drawbacks identified

above. Visitor Stitching can include, among other things, one
or more processes by which multiple visitors that may appear
distinctly independent may be merged into a single united
visitor profile (often referred to herein simply as a “visitor')
due to the leveraging of one or more persistent identifiers.
Like the identifier issued by the web analytics service, a
persistent identifer can be unique to the visitor. However, its
uniqueness may go beyond that of the uniquess of the web
analytics service. Due to the nature of a persistent identifier, a
persistent identifier may not change based on which device is
used or which browser is used. A persistent identifier can also
be less sensitive to “cookie cleansing.”
0141. Some examples of persistent identifiers include
email addresses, social networking identifiers (such as Face
bookTM or TwitterTM identifiers), login credentials such as
web property or application login usernames, phone num
bers, mailing addresses, and the like. These identifiers can
have the unique characteristic of being the user's credentials
for one or more websites or applications. More generally, any
identifier associated with a user that can representa user from

a different perspective or channel from an identifier provided
by the visitor processing system can be used as a persistent
identifier. These identifiers might be first-party identifiers or
third-party identifiers intended to provide direct or cross-site
authentication (such as Social networking identifiers such as
Facebook Connect identifiers). Persistent identifiers can pro
vide a much more consistent representation of a user than the
content-page specific visitor identifiers provided by the visi
tor processing system.
0.142 Visitor stitching can be performed by any of the
systems described herein. For example, the visitor processing
system 140 or 240, tag management system 2540, or visitor
processor 2640 can implement the visitor Stitching processes
described herein. For convenience, the remainder of this dis

closure will refer to the visitor stitching and related processes
as being implemented by a visitor processing system or visi
tor processor, although it should be understood that these
shorthand references can refer to any of the systems or sub
systems described herein.
0143. As described more fully above, the visitor process
ing system can provide a new level of marketing agility by
providing a solution that, in certain embodiments, allows for
a fully-configurable visitor model, while seeing the results of
this model in real time or pseudo-real time. This level of
configurability can be beneficial when the goal can be to
reduce a visitor set to a highly targeted visitor segment. As
described above with respect to FIGS. 1-26, this rich config
urability can include the ability to set and manipulate a num
ber of attributes on a visitor. By allowing the user to configure
attributes on their visitor definition, the user can subsequently
view reports on these attributes. These reports can provide the
capability to filter a live or historic stream of visitors on these
specific attributes, resulting in a highly segmented and highly
targeted segment of visitors.
0144. A visitor stitching process can be a real-time or
pseudo-real time process that can be initiated whenever a
persistent identifier is received. The above description of the
visitor processing system mentions a property as one of the
available attributes or data points that can be associated with
a visitor. A persistent identifier can be configured as a special
type of property. A persistent identifier can be a property that
triggers the visitor Stitching process. This special property
can be referred to within the visitor processing system and by
the user interface as a multi-channel visitor ID in some imple
mentations.

0145 When an event containing one or more persistent
identifiers is received by the visitor processing system, a
visitor Stitching process can be initiated, which can conclude
by associating the event with the resultant merged visitor.
This merged visitor can be the product of the visitor stitching
process merging any and some or all seemingly independent
visitors (e.g., visitor profiles). This resultant merged visitor or
visitor profile may later be further stitched or merged into a
more comprehensive Stitched visitor as other persistent iden
tifiers are discovered, as will be described in greater detail
below.

0146 a. Example Visitor Stitching Processes
0147 Example visitor stitching processes will now be
described with respect to FIGS. 27 through 30. Prior to
describing example visitor stitching processes in FIGS. 29
and 30, an initial visitor profile creation process will be
described with respect to FIG. 27, and a persistent visitor
profile process will be described with respect to FIG. 28. Each
of these processes may be implemented by any of the visitor
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processing systems or visitor processors described herein, or
by any other computing device.
0148 Turning to FIG. 27, an initial visitor profile creation
process 2700 is shown. At block 2702, the tag container 114
of FIG. 1 or another tag (e.g., 116 or 118) reports a visitor to
a content page 112 to the visitor processing system. The
information reported by the tag or tag container may include
an identifier that the tag or tag container obtained from a
cookie from the visitor's browser 103. Thus, at block 2704, it

is determined whether the visitor has an identifier (previously
set by the visitor processing system) in a cookie associated
with the content page. If so, the process 2700 ends, as the
purpose of this process 2700 is to assign a visitor identifier to
visitors that do not already have one.
0149. If the visitor does not have a visitor identifier, the
process 2700 proceeds to block 2706, where a visitor profile
with a visitor identifier is created for the visitor. The visitor

identifier can be an alphanumeric (or just alpha or just
numeric) identifier that is randomly selected or incremented
to be unique from other visitor identifiers. The visitor pro
cessing system passes the visitoridentifier to the tag container
(or other tag) for storage in a cookie associated with the
content page at block 2708. This way, when the visitor sub
sequently accesses the page, the tag container or tag can
access the visitor identifier from the cookie so that visitor data

from the subsequent visit can be combined with the prior
visits data. At block 2710, the visitor processing system
stores visitor data regarding the visitors interactions with the
content page in association with the visitor profile.
0150. The visitor processing system may access another
identifier associated with a user, user agent (e.g., browser), or
user device in place of cookies for tracking user identities.
Other identifiers that may be used in place of cookies for
tracking visitors include Internet Protocol (IP) addresses,
Media Access Control (MAC) addresses (which may be
obtained using a suitable protocol), device-specific identifiers
(e.g., any static identifier associated with a device or Software
install on a device), device fingerprints (which may include a
profile of two or more separate features of a device or user that
individually may not be identifying, Such as any combination
of the user agent type (e.g., browser type) of a user device, the
language Supported by a user's browser, plugins installed in a
user's browser, the user's IP address, operating system of the
user device, etc.), mobile advertising identifiers, and the like.
More generally, these identifiers and cookies are examples of
user-device-specific, user-agent specific, or client-specific
identifiers. Any reference to cookie-based identifiers herein
may be interchangeable with any other user-device-specific,
user-agent specific, or client-specific identifier.
0151. Turning to FIG. 28, an example persistent visitor
profile process 2800 is shown. Like the process 2700, the
persistent visitor profile process 2800 can be implemented by
any of the systems described herein or by another computing
device. The persistent visitor profile process 2800 illustrates
an example technique for associating a visitor with a persis
tent identifier of the visitor. This association with a persistent
identifier can enable visitor stitching to be performed.
0152. At block 2802, a visitor with an existing visitor
profile (see FIG. 27) supplies a persistent identifier in a visit
to a content page. As described above, the persistent identifier
can be an email address, Social network identifier, login cre
dential (e.g., username), or the like associated with a user or
visitor. The visitor to a content page may supply this infor
mation as part of a login process to the content page, for

example, by filling in a form, Supplying Social networking
login information (using a service Such as Facebook Con
nectTM), or the like. Since the user is supplying the persistent
identifier to the content page, the persistent identifier
becomes part of the document object model (DOM) of the
page and can be readby the tag container or another tag within
the tag container. The tag or tag container can transmit the
persistent identifier or a hash thereof to the visitor processing
system. If the tag or tag container passes the persistent iden
tifier without hashing (e.g., in the clear), the visitor process
ing system can hash the persistent identifier instead.
0153. At block 2804, the visitor processing system supple
ments the visitor profile of the visitor with the persistent
identifier. Thus, when the visitor visits the content page a
Subsequent time, the persistent identifier can be associated
with the visitor's subsequent visit. For example, at block
2806, the visitor visits the content page a subsequent time
without Supplying the persistent identifier again. At block
2808, the tag container or tag can access the visitor identifier
of the visitor from a cookie in the visitor's browser and supply
this visitor ID to the visitor processing system. The visitor
processing system can look up the persistent identifier of the
visitor based on the visitor ID at block 2810. The visitor

processing system can then associate the persistent identifier
in the visitor profile with the visitor data of the subsequent
visit to the content page at block 2812. Thus, once the visitor
Supplies a persistent identifier, the visitor need not supply it
again for the visitor processing system to associate the per
sistent identifier with the visitor's profile on subsequent vis
its. Further, the visitor processing system can store the per
sistent identifier in a cookie in the user device.

0154 The following example illustrates a before and after
view of a visitor profile processed to include a persistent
identifier based on the process 2800 of FIG. 28. In Table 1A
below, assume the following are known (timestamp values
shown may not be intended to reflect any particular unit of
time, but rather can demonstrate relative time):
TABLE 1A
Visitor ID: 1a
Account: acme
Visit: first
Events:

event - timestamp 1
event - timestamp 5
event - timestamp 10
Visitor: 1a
Account: acme
Visit: second
Events:

event - timestamp 100
event - timestamp 110
event - timestamp 120

Visitor ID: 2b
Account: acme
Visit: first
Events:

event - timestamp 2
event - timestamp 6
event - timestamp 9
Visitor: 2b
Account: acme
Visit: second
Events:

event - timestamp 105
event - timestamp 115
event - timestamp 125

0155 The visitor ID shown for each visitor in Table 1A is
an example of the visitor identifier created with respect to the
process 2700 of FIG. 27. For convenience, each visitor is also
referred to by his or her visitor ID, such as “Visitor la’ or
“Visitor 2b. Each row in Table 1A and in subsequent tables
represents a separate visit for each visitor, with two total visits
being represented in Table 1A.
0156 Assume Visitor la visits the content page a third
time, this time Supplying a persistent identifier as the follow
ing email address: user(a)acme.com. The visitor's profile may
look as follows in Table 1B based on this third visit:
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TABLE 1B
Visitor: 1a
Account: acme
Visit: third
Events:

event - timestamp 200
event - timestamp 210 - Supplies email=user(coacme.com
(visit not expired, that is, event has just been
received)

0157. When this latest event is received, the visitor pro
cessing system can invoke a visitor Stitching process (which
may include one or more code modules executing as a local
code base within the visitor processing system). This visitor
Stitching process can merge events of the Visitor launder the
same persistent identifier. This process could result in a visi
tor profile such as the following shown in Table 2A:

process can update the Visitor 1a with a replaced by field,
set to acme email user(Glacme.com .
(0160 Next, assume another event is received from Visitor
1a, during the same (third) visit: event timestamp 220. The
Visitor Processing system can inspect the event to find that
this can be associated with Visitor 1a. It can be useful to note

that this event does not have to provide the persistent identi
fier. Instead, the visitor processing system can retrieve Visitor
la for updating (as it may for any event), but may notice the
existence of the replaced by field. The value of this field can
be retrieved, in this case, acme email user(a)acme.com .
The visitor processing system can then retrieve this visitor
instead, and can update the visitor profile with the newly
received event, resulting in the following visitor profile
update in Table 2B:
TABLE 2B

TABLE 2A
Visitor:

acme email userGlacme.com
Visit: first

Visitor: 1a

replaced by:
acme email user(G)acme.com

Events:

event - timestamp 1
event - timestamp 5
event - timestamp 10

Visitor: acme email user(a)acme.com
Account: acme
Visit: third
Events:

event - timestamp 200
event - timestamp 210
event - timestamp 220

Visitor:

acme email userGlacme.com
Visit: second
Events:

event - timestamp 100
event - timestamp 110
event - timestamp 120
Visitor:

acme email userGlacme.com
Account: acme
Visit: third
Events:

event - timestamp 200
event - timestamp 210

0.161 It should be clear that now each subsequent event
(e.g., page load, form entry, etc.) of this visit can contribute to
this visitors ( acme email user(a)acme.com ) visit. Addi
tionally, some orall events for future visits made by Visitor 1 a
can contribute to the acme email user(a)acme.com visitor
profile instead of the initial Visitor 1a profile in the same
manner. In certain embodiments, some or all events for future

visits made by Visitor la can contribute to the acme email
user(a)acme.com Visitor instead in the same manner with
out the need to continually Supply the persistent identifier as
described above.

0158. Note the following points: Visitor 2b is unaffected in
this example and therefore is not listed in Table 2A. In addi
tion, Visitor la can be updated with a replaced by field, set to
the new persistent ID. Any future request or event directed to
Visitor la can be directed to the replaced by visitor instead of
the initial visitor identifier assigned by the process of FIG. 27.
However, this initial visitor identifier can be maintained in the

visitor profile in some embodiments, and the persistent iden
tifier can supplement the initial visitor identifier.
0159. The visitor stitching process performs the following
steps in an embodiment: The visitor Stitching process can
check to see if the visitor processing system has a live visitor
in cache (e.g., currently interacting with a content page) with
the same persistent identifier (e.g., visitor acme email
user(a)acme.com ). In this case, there is not. The visitor
Stitching process can check to see if there is a visitor acme
email user(a)acme.com in the database (e.g., visitor profile
repository 160). In this case, there is not. The visitor stitching
process then creates the acme email user(a)acme.com
visitor. The visitor Stitching process can merge Visitor la into
Visitor acme email user(a)acme.com . In this simple case,
this merge can include copying some or all of the history from
Visitor 1a to this new visitor profile. The visitor stitching

0162 Note that although the visitor stitching process has
been invoked, the process may have additional features when
another, seemingly distinct visitor provides the same persis
tent identifier, as illustrated with respect to FIG. 29A.
0163. In FIG. 29A, an example visitor stitching process
2900 is shown, which may also be implemented by any sys
tem described herein or by another computing device. At
block 2902 of the process 2900, a first visitor already having
a persistent identifier in a visitor profile visits a content page.
This persistent identifier may have been associated with the
visitor profile using the process 2800 of FIG. 28. At block
2904, a second visitor with a different visitor identifier (as
signed, e.g., using the process 2700 of FIG. 27) and no per
sistent identifier (or a different persistent identifier from the
first visitors) visits a content page. The content page may be
the same or a different page visited by the first visitor.
0164. At block 2906, the second visitor supplies the same
persistent identifier as the first visitor. This persistent identi
fier may be detected using, for example, the features
described above with respect to FIG. 28. In response to
receiving this persistent identifier, the visitor processing sys
tem combines the visitor data for the first and second visitors

into a single visitor profile at block 2908.
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0.165. The following features illustrated with respect to
Tables 3A through 5 illustrate one example implementation
of the process 2900 of FIG. 29A.
0166 Continuing from the previous examples above,

same persistent identifier as Visitor 1a (the first visitor in this
example), email user(a)acme.com:
TABLE 3B

assume that sometime later Visitor 2b returns for a third visit.

This could result in the following (historical visits and current
third visit) for visitor 2b, in Table 3A:
TABLE 3A

Visitor: 2b
Account: acme
Visit: third
Events:

event - timestamp 400
event - timestamp 410 - Supplies email=user(coacme.com
(visit not expired, that is, this event has just been received)

Visitor: 2b
Account: acme
Visit: first
Events:

(0168 When this latest event is received, the visitor pro
cessing system can invoke the visitor Stitching process code
module, which can merge the two visitor profiles (1a and 2b)

event - timestamp 2
event - timestamp 6
event - timestamp 9

as shown in Table 4:

TABLE 4
Visitor:

acme email user(G)acme.com
Visit: first

Visitor: 1a

Visitor: 2b

replaced by:

replaced by:

acme email user

Events:

(G)acme.com

acme email user(G)
8LCle. COil

event - timestamp 1
event - timestamp 2
event - timestamp 5
event - timestamp 6
event - timestamp 9
event - timestamp 10
Visitor:

acme email user(G)acme.com
Visit: secon
Events:

event - timestamp 100
event - timestamp 105
event - timestamp 110
event - timestamp 115
event - timestamp 120
event - timestamp 125
Visitor:

acme email user(G)acme.com
Account: acme
Visit: third
Events:

event - timestamp 200
event - timestamp 210
Visitor:

acme email user(G)acme.com
Account: acme

Visit: fourth (the current
active visit)
Events:

event - timestamp 400
event - timestamp 410

TABLE 3A-continued
Visitor: 2b
Account: acme
Visit: second
Events:

event - timestamp 105
event - timestamp 115
event - timestamp 125
Visitor: 2b
Account: acme

Visit: third (the current active visit)
Events:

event - timestamp 400

0169. For example, the visitor stitching process can per
form the following steps: The visitor Stitching process checks
to see if the visitor processing system has a live visitor in
cache with the same persistent identifier (e.g., Visitor acme
email user(a)acme.com ). In this case, there is not. The visi
tor Stitching process can check to see if there can be a visitor
acme email user(a)acme.com in the database (e.g., visi
tor profile repository 160). In this case, there is. This visitor
can be retrieved. The visitor Stitching process then proceeds
to merge Visitor 2b into Visitor acme email user(a)acme.
com . The visitor stitching process updates the Visitor 2b
with a "replaced by field, set to acme email user(a)acme.
com . The visitor identifier “2b' may be preserved in the
database as well.

0167 To this point, no visitor stitching has been used.
Consider when another event within the visit contains the

0170 This merge process can reconstruct the visit history
and reprocess each event of each visit as though it was
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received for the first time, in the way that any event can be
processed by the visitor processing system. This can ensure or
attempt to ensure that visitor attributes reflect the entirety of
the history of events. Reconstructing visits can be done by
combining some or all overlapping visits into a single visit
and by sorting the events in chronological order. From the
above first visits of each Visitor 1a and 2b, one can see in

Table 5 that these visits have overlapping event timestamps:
TABLE 5
Visitor: 1a
Account: acme
Visit: first
Events:

event - timestamp 1
event - timestamp 5
event - timestamp 10

Visitor: 2b
Account: acme
Visit: first
Events:

event - timestamp 2
event - timestamp 6
event - timestamp 9

0171 The overlapping events may have resulted from the
visitor using two devices (or two different browsers on one
device) to access the same content page. Because these visits
have overlapping event timestamps, a single visit can be
created, where the first event of the visit can be the event with

the oldest timestamp (smallest), the last event can be the event
with the newest timestamp (largest), and some or all other
events may be in chronological order. This can result in the
single “first visit for visitor acme email user(a)acme.
com comprising of in this case, the above six events.
0172 Visits with no overlapping events may be simply
copied to the newly stitched visitor profile, as can be the case
with the original visit “third” from Visitor 1a and the latest
visit from Visitor 2b.

0173 It should be clear that now each subsequent event of
this visit can contribute to this visitors ( acme email
user(a)acme.com ) visitor profile. Additionally, some or all
events for future visits made by Visitor 1a or 2b can contribute
to the acme email user(a)acme.com Visitor profile
instead in the same manner. In certain embodiments: Some or

all events for future visits made by Visitor 1a or 2b can
contribute to the acme email user(a)acme.com Visitor
instead in the same manner without the need to continually
supply the persistent identifier from either visitor.
0.174 Further, due to the nature of the persistent identifier,
Visitor 1a and Visitor 2b may be considered to be the same
individual or user. This fact can facilitate performing cross
platform (device or web browser) tracking, where the track
ing may not only be performed in real time or near real time,
but the individuals history can be considered to be a singular
visitor's history. Visitor stitching can therefore allow the visi
tor processing system to provide analysis of the individuals
history in the singular.
(0175 Turning to FIG.29B, anotherexample visitor stitch
ing process 2950 is shown. This process 2950 may also be
performed by any of the systems described herein or by
another computing device. The process 2950 illustrates a
situation where the persistent identifier is supplied by a dif
ferent entity than the visitor or user. Rather, in this process
2950, the visitor identifier is an identifier provided by a third
party tag vendor.
0176). As described above in more detail with respect to
FIG. 1 et seq., the tag container 114 can reference multiple
tags 116 from third party tag vendors/operators of the tag
vendor systems 170. Individual tag vendors may each main
tain their own visitor identifier for a visitor that is separate

from the visitor identifier maintained by the visitor process
ing system 140. When a persistent identifier supplied by a
visitor is not available, the visitor processing system 140 can
use an identifier provided by another tag vendor to stitch two
related visitor profiles together. While this third-party identi
fier may be less persistent than a user email address or Social
network identifier, the third party identifier is still referred to
hereinas a persistent identifier. More generally, the third party
identifier as well as the other persistent identifiers described
herein (including email-based, social-based, or login-based)
can also be referred to as external identifiers (since they may
be created external to the visitor processing system 140) or
alternative identifiers (as alternative sources of identification
to the visitor processing system-generated identifier).
0177. With continued reference to FIG. 29B, at block
2952, a first visitor visits a content page. The visitor process
ing system assigns the first visitor a first identifier at block
2954, similar to as described above with respect to FIG. 27. A
tag vendor assigns the first visitor a vendor-specific identifier
at block 2956, also using (for example) similar techniques as
described above with respect to FIG. 27.
0.178 At block 2958, a second visitor visits a content page
(which may or may not be the same content page that the first
visitor visited). The second visitor is assigned a second iden
tifier by the visitor processing system 2960. This identifier
would differ in some embodiments from the identifier

assigned to the first visitor. At block 2962, the tag vendor
assigns the second visitor the same vendor-specific identifier
as the first visitor. The visitor processing system can recog
nize that this vendor-specific identifier is the same for both
visitors and combine the visitor data for both visitors into a

single visitor profile at block 2964.
(0179 b. Example Distributed Visitor Stitching Process
0180. The above sequences demonstration example logic
of the visitor stitching process. However, embodiments
described herein go further to function within a distributed
environment including multiple computing devices, such as
multiple physical and/or virtual servers, which may be geo
graphically dispersed or co-located (e.g., in one or more data
centers). A distributed environment can add additional com
plexity that can be accounted for as shown in an example
distributed visitor stitching process 3000 of FIG. 30. With
respect to the process 3000, visitor profiles can be assigned to
partitions in the distributed system. Each partition can repre
sent a logical grouping of physical and/or virtual servers
(referred to as visitor processors for the remainder of this
specification). Each visitor processor can implement the fea
tures of any of the systems described herein. The partitions
can be numbered, for example, from 0 to N (where N is an
integer). As new visitor processors are brought online, they
can be assigned to one of the partitions or a range of partitions.
Visitor identifiers, whether persistent or assigned by a visitor
processor, can be hashed into a numerical value that corre
sponds to a partition. Thus, visitor profiles can be assigned to
a single partition in one embodiment so that each time a
visitor event occurs, the same partition handles that visitors
profile. In this manner, visitor profiles can be kept consistent
across a distributed computing environment.
0181 An example of partitioning will now be described in
more detail. In a local or non-distributed (non-clustered) envi
ronment, the check for a live visitor can involve a query into
the local cache of active visitors. However, in a distributed

(e.g., clustered) environment, there can exist any number of
visitor processor instances, each with a portion of the live
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visitors (e.g., who are currently visiting content pages). The
portion of the live visitors each visitor processor manages can
be deterministic, based on a partitioning algorithm for con
sistent hashing. A partition, in this case, can be a slot that
represents an equal subportion of the total range of capacity.
The partitioning algorithm assumes N number of available
partitions. Each visitor processor can be assigned a range of
partitions, based on the total number of visitor processors in
the cluster. Then, as a visitor identifier (not necessarily the
persistent identifier) enters the load balancer, a load balancer
(e.g., the load balancer 2576 of FIG. 25) can calculate the
partition to which that visitor can be assigned. This calcula
tion can be a simple yet deterministic arithmetic modulus of
the identifiers hash code (also deterministic).
0182 For example, assume a cluster of four Visitor Pro
cessors. Each can manage one-fourth of the partitions.
Assume a total partition count of 100. In this case, each
Visitor Processor can be assigned 25 partitions as shown in
Table 6:
TABLE 6
VP1

VP2

VP3

VP4.

Partitions 0-24

Partitions 25-49

Partitions 50-74

Partitions 75-99

0183) A partition can be deterministically determined
from a unique identifier using an equation Such as the follow
ing:
where x can be the visitor identifier, h(x) can be a determin
istic hash code algorithm which converts an identifer into a
numerical value, and N can be the number of visitor proces
sors in the cluster.

0184 With specific reference to FIG.30, at block 3002, an
event is received by a target visitor processor. The target
visitor processor may be selected based on an initial hash of a
visitor identifier associated with the event. If no visitor iden

tifier or persistent identifier are associated with the event, the
target visitor processor may be selected randomly or using
another load-balancing algorithm (e.g., by the load balancer
2576 of FIG. 25).
0185. At block 3004, the visitor processor checks to see if
the visitor processing system has a live visitor in cache (or in
the database) with the same visitor identifier. If not, at block
3006, the visitor processor creates a new visitor (e.g., visitor
profile) with an initial visitor identifier at block 3006. From
block 3006, the visitor processor determines at block 3008
whether the event contains a custom identifier, such as a

persistent identifier. If not, the visitor processor can update
the new visitor profile with information from the event at
block 3010 and then end.

0186. If the event does contain a custom identifier, the
visitor processor can save the visitor with the new custom (or
persistent) identifier replacing (or Supplementing) the initial
visitor identifier at block 3018. The visitor processor can then
hash this persistent identifier and send the event to the target
visitor processor based on the new hash at block 3020, assum
ing the hash results in a different partition than the original
target visitor processor. This is done in an embodiment to
ensure or attempt to ensure that future visits by the visitor can
be sent to a single visitor processor partition for consistent
hashing and consistent maintenance of a single, unified visi
tor profile.

0187. Thereafter, the new visitor processor determines at
block 3022 whether the visitor already exists in the new
visitor processor. The visitor may already exist in this visitor
processor if the visitor has Supplied the same persistent iden
tifier before. If not, the process proceeds to blocks 3006,
3008, and block 3010. Visitor stitching of the initial visitor
created at block 3002 and the newly created visitor can occur
at block 3006 in such a scenario. If the visitor already exists
on the new visitor processor, the process proceeds to block
3.014, where the existing visitor profile is retrieved. It is then
determined whether the visitor profile already has a persistent
identifier at block 3016, and if so, the visitor can continue to

be processed by the new visitor processor at block 3020 (e.g.,
by updating the visitor profile with the event as in block
3010).
0188 Returning again to the initial scenario of block 3004,
if the visitor identifier does exist on the initial target visitor
processor, the existing visitor can be retrieved at block 3014,
and the process 3000 can flow through the blocks discussed
above according to the flow shown in FIG. 30.
0189 Thus, in certain embodiments, a solution to ensuring
or attempt to ensure that visitor Stitching operates correctly in
a distributed environment can be to forward the event that

contains a persistent identifier to a correct visitor processor
based on the partition derived by the persistent identifier. This
forwarding can include as a payload, the content of the live
visitor represented by the originating visitor identifier. It may
be tempting by a Software developer to simply recognize the
persistent identifier within the load balancer in addition to the
standard visitor identifier and simply send the event to the
correct visitor processor directly. But it should be noted that
doing so might be less desirable in an embodiment, as this
would skip and incorrectly ignore any ongoing live informa
tion collected so far within the initial target visitor processor
represented by the standard visitor identifier. Nevertheless,
Such an approach can be used in other embodiments.
(0190 a. Example Visitor Stitching with Multiple Persis
tent Identifiers

0191 It can be desirable to ensure or attempt to ensure that
the visitor Stitching process works as expected in the case a
visitor can be associated with more than one persistent iden
tifier. Some or all of the above examples demonstrate the case
of a single persistent identifier. When an additional persistent
identifier is presented, the visitor Stitching process can extend
and repeat the Stitching process for every unique persistent
identifier presented.
0.192 For example, assume the visitor that was stitched on
a single persistent identifier from the above example:
TABLE 7A
Visitor:

acme email user(G)acme.com
Visit: first
Events:

event - timestamp 1
event - timestamp 5
event - timestamp 10
Visitor:

acme email user(G)acme.com
Visit: second
Events:

event - timestamp 100
event - timestamp 110
event - timestamp 120

Visitor: 1a

replaced by:
acme email user(G)acme.com
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sider both persistent identifiers. Recall that in the single per
sistent identifier case, the generated identifer resulted in
acme email user(a)acme.com . Now in the case of multiple

TABLE 7A-continued
Visitor:

acme email userGlacme.com
Account: acme
Visit: third
Events:

identifiers, some or all of them can be considered. In this case,

yet another new identifier can be created by concatenating

event - timestamp 200
event - timestamp 210

these identifiers as such:

0193 Next, assume the visitor later returns for a fourth
visit, and during the visit, the visitor presents a second iden
tifier: facebookid=ABC

0.196 acme email user(a)acme.com + acme face
bookid ABC to produce: acme email user(a)acme.
com acme facebookid ABC
0197) Note that the order of these identifiers may be non

random (or instead may be), and can be deterministic. This
can be achieved by the order in which they were received (as
they coincidentally show here), but instead may be concat
enated in alphanumerical sort order for easier processing.
This would result in the facebookid field being appended to

TABLE 7B
Visitor: 1a
Account: acme
Visit: fourth
Events:

event - timestamp 300
event - timestamp 310 - Supplies facebookid=ABC
(visit not expired, that can be, this event has just been
received)

the end of the email field.

0198 The same visitor stitching process can then occur as
in the above examples, and can then result in the following in
Table 8:
TABLE 8
Visitor:

Visitor:

acme email user(G)acme.com
acme facebookid ABC

Visitor: 1a

acme email user
(G)acme.com

replaced by:
acme email user(G)ac

Visit: first

me.com acme facebo

Events:

replaced by:

event - timestamp 1
event - timestamp 5
event - timestamp 10

okid ABC

acme email user
(a)acme.com

800

facebookid ABC

Visitor:

acme email user(G)acme.com
acme facebookid ABC
Visit: second
Events:

event - timestamp 100
event - timestamp 110
event - timestamp 120
Visitor:

acme email user(G)acme.com
acme facebookid ABC
Account: acme
Visit: third
Events:

event - timestamp 200
event - timestamp 210
Visitor:

acme email user(G)acme.com
acme facebookid ABC
Account: acme
Visit: fourth
Events:

event - timestamp 300
event - timestamp 310

0194 In this case, because the visitor stitching process can
recognize the event field facebookidas a persistent identifer,
the visitor Stitching process can occur again. However, this
process does not occur in an embodiment until after the event
has been associated with the acme email user(a)acme.
com visitor. For example, the facebookid field may not be
considered until after the event has been fully processed and
associated with the correct visitor. Then additional identifiers
can be considered.

0.195. Further, in order to correctly associate both persis
tent identifiers, the newly generated visitor identifier can con

(0199. Note that Visitor 1a has now been updated with the
correct replaced by field, so that future events can be for
warded to the correct multi-stitched visitor. Additionally, the
original Stiched visitor, acme email user(a)acme.com, has
also been updated to reflect the further second stitching
resulting in the visitor acme email user(a)acme.com
acme facebookid ABC .

V. Terminology
0200. Many other variations than those described herein
will be apparent from this disclosure. For example, depending
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on the embodiment, certain acts, events, or functions of any of
the algorithms described herein can be performed in a differ
ent sequence, can be added, merged, or left out altogether
(e.g., not all described acts or events are necessary for the
practice of the algorithms). Moreover, in certain embodi
ments, acts or events can be performed concurrently, e.g.,
through multi-threaded processing, interrupt processing, or
multiple processors or processor cores or on other parallel
architectures, rather than sequentially. In addition, different
tasks or processes can be performed by different machines
and/or computing systems that can function together.
0201 The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, and
algorithm steps described in connection with the embodi
ments disclosed herein can be implemented as electronic
hardware, computer software, or combinations of both. To
clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and soft
ware, various illustrative components, blocks, modules, and
steps have been described above generally in terms of their
functionality. Whether such functionality is implemented as
hardware or Software depends upon the particular application
and design constraints imposed on the overall system. The
described functionality can be implemented in varying ways
for each particular application, but such implementation deci
sions should not be interpreted as causing a departure from
the scope of the disclosure.
0202 The various illustrative logical blocks and modules
described in connection with the embodiments disclosed

herein can be implemented or performed by a machine. Such
as a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor
(DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a
field programmable gate array (FPGA) or other program
mable logic device, discrete gate or transistor logic, discrete
hardware components, or any combination thereof designed
to perform the functions described herein. A general purpose
processor can be a microprocessor, but in the alternative, the
processor can be a controller, microcontroller, or state
machine, combinations of the same, or the like. A processor
can include electrical circuitry configured to process com
puter-executable instructions. In another embodiment, a pro
cessor includes an FPGA or other programmable device that
performs logic operations without processing computer-ex
ecutable instructions. A processor can also be implemented as
a combination of computing devices, e.g., a combination of a
DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors,
one or more microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core,
or any other Such configuration. A computing environment
can include any type of computer system, including, but not
limited to, a computer system based on a microprocessor, a
mainframe computer, a digital signal processor, a portable
computing device, a device controller, or a computational
engine within an appliance, to name a few.
0203 The steps of a method, process, or algorithm
described in connection with the embodiments disclosed

herein can be embodied directly in hardware, in a software
module stored in one or more memory devices and executed
by one or more processors, or in a combination of the two. A
software module can reside in RAM memory, flash memory,
ROM memory, EPROM memory, EEPROM memory, regis
ters, hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any other
form of non-transitory computer-readable storage medium,
media, or physical computer storage known in the art. An
example storage medium can be coupled to the processor
Such that the processor can read information from, and write
information to, the storage medium. In the alternative, the

storage medium can be integral to the processor. The storage
medium can be volatile or nonvolatile. The processor and the
storage medium can reside in an ASIC.
0204 Conditional language used herein, Such as, among
others, “can.” “might,” “may.” “e.g. and the like, unless
specifically stated otherwise, or otherwise understood within
the context as used, is generally intended to convey that
certain embodiments include, while other embodiments do
not include, certain features, elements and/or states. Thus,

Such conditional language is not generally intended to imply
that features, elements and/or states are in any way required
for one or more embodiments or that one or more embodi

ments necessarily include logic for deciding, with or without
author input or prompting, whether these features, elements
and/or states are included or are to be performed in any
particular embodiment. The terms “comprising.” “including.”
"having and the like are synonymous and are used inclu
sively, in an open-ended fashion, and do not exclude addi
tional elements, features, acts, operations, and so forth. Also,
the term 'or' is used in its inclusive sense (and not in its
exclusive sense) So that when used, for example, to connecta
list of elements, the term “or” means one, some, or all of the
elements in the list. Further, the term “each as used herein,

in addition to having its ordinary meaning, can mean any
subset of a set of elements to which the term “each' is applied.
0205 Disjunctive language such as the phrase “at least one
of X, Y and Z. unless specifically stated otherwise, is to be
understood with the context as used in general to convey that
an item, term, etc. may be either X, Y, or Z, or a combination
thereof. Thus, such conjunctive language is not generally
intended to imply that certain embodiments require at least
one of X, at least one of Y and at least one of Z to each be
present.

0206. Unless otherwise explicitly stated, articles such as
“a” or “an' should generally be interpreted to include one or
more described items. Accordingly, phrases such as “a device
configured to are intended to include one or more recited
devices. Such one or more recited devices can also be collec

tively configured to carry out the stated recitations. For
example, "a processor configured to carry out recitations A, B
and C can include a first processor configured to carry out
recitation A working in conjunction with a second processor
configured to carry out recitations B and C.
0207. While the above detailed description has shown,
described, and pointed out novel features as applied to various
embodiments, it will be understood that various omissions,

Substitutions, and changes in the form and details of the
devices or algorithms illustrated can be made without depart
ing from the spirit of the disclosure. As will be recognized,
certain embodiments of the inventions described herein can

be embodied within a form that does not provide all of the
features and benefits set forth herein, as some features can be

used or practiced separately from others.
1-20. (canceled)
21. A method of executing a tag embedded within a content
page, the method comprising:
receiving, with a client system comprising a hardware pro
cessor, a first plurality of inputs from a visitor visiting a
first content page with the client system, at least one of
the first plurality of inputs comprising a first persistent
identifier of the visitor;

executing, with the client system, a first tag embedded
within the first content page in response to at least one of
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the first plurality of inputs, thereby generating with the
client system first tag output databased on at least one of
the first plurality of inputs;
accessing, with the client system, a cookie-derived first
visitor identifier associated with the visitor and data

indicative of the first persistent identifier;
transmitting first content site interaction data to a visitor
processing system over a network, the first content site
interaction data comprising the cookie-derived first visi
tor identifier, the data indicative of the first persistent
identifier, and the first tag output data;
receiving, with the client system, a second plurality of
inputs from the visitor visiting a second content page
with the client system, at least one of the second plurality
of inputs comprising a second persistent identifier of the
visitor, the second persistent identifier having a relation
ship to the first persistent identifier establishing that both
the first and second persistent identifiers are associated
with the visitor so that, based on the first and second

persistent identifiers, a first visitor profile associated
with the first persistent identifier is mergable with a
second visitor profile associated with the second persis
tent identifier to form a combined visitor profile associ
ated with the visitor; and

executing, with the client system, a second tag embedded
within the second content page in response to at least one
of the second plurality of inputs, thereby generating
second tag output databased on at least one of the second
plurality of inputs.
22. The method of claim 21, further comprising:
accessing, with the client system, a cookie-derived second
visitor identifier associated with the visitor and data

indicative of the second persistent identifier, the cookie
derived second visitor identifier being different from the
cookie-derived first visitor identifier; and

transmitting second content site interaction data to the
visitor processing system over the network, the second
content site interaction data comprising the cookie-de
rived second visitor identifier, the data indicative of the

second persistent identifier, and the second tag output

data.

23. The method of claim 21, wherein the first and second

content pages are the same content page, and the first and
second tags are separate instances of the same tag.
24. The method of claim 23, wherein the second content

page is accessed by the visitor with the client system after the
visitor removed a cookie associated with the first content page
from the client system.
25. The method of claim 21, wherein receipt of the second
content site interaction data by the visitor processing system
from the client system causes the visitor processing system to
merge the first visitor profile with the second visitor profile to
form the combined visitor profile.
26. The method of claim 21, wherein said accessing the

28. The method of claim 21, wherein the first persistent
identifier comprises one of more of an email address, a Social
network identifier, a phone number, a mailing address, and a
login credential.
29. The method of claim 21, wherein the first persistent
identifier is the same as the second persistent identifier.
30. The method of claim 21, wherein the data indicative of

the first persistent identifier comprises the first persistent
identifier.

31. A system for executing a tag embedded within a content
page, the System comprising:
a client computer comprising a hardware processor con
figured to:
receive a first plurality of inputs from a visitor visiting a
first content page with the client computer, at least one
of the first plurality of inputs comprising a first per
sistent identifier of the visitor;

execute a first tag embedded within the first content page
in response to at least one of the first plurality of
inputs, thereby generating with the client computer
first tag output databased on at least one of the first
plurality of inputs;
access a cookie-derived first visitor identifier associated

with the visitor and data indicative of the first persis
tent identifier;
transmit first content site interaction data to a visitor

processing system over a network, the first content
site interaction data comprising the cookie-derived
first visitor identifier, the data indicative of the first
persistent identifier, and the first tag output data;
receive a second plurality of inputs from the visitor
visiting a second content page with the client com
puter, at least one of the second plurality of inputs
comprising a second persistent identifier of the visi
tor, the second persistent identifier having a relation
ship to the first persistent identifier establishing that
both the first and second persistent identifiers are
associated with the visitor so that, based on the first

and second persistent identifiers, a first visitor profile
associated with the first persistent identifier is mer
gable with a second visitor profile associated with the
second persistent identifier to form a combined visitor
profile associated with the visitor; and
execute a second tag embedded within the second con
tent page in response to at least one of the second
plurality of inputs, thereby generating second tag out
put databased on at least one of the second plurality of
inputs.
32. The system of claim 31, wherein the client computer
comprising the hardware processor is configured to:
access a cookie-derived second visitor identifier associated

with the visitor and data indicative of the second persis
tent identifier, the cookie-derived second visitor identi

fier being different from the cookie-derived first visitor
identifier; and

cookie-derived first visitor identifier and the data indicative of

transmit second content site interaction data to the visitor

the first persistent identifier comprises generating the cookie

processing system over the network, the second content
site interaction data comprising the cookie-derived sec

derived first visitor identifier and the data indicative of the

first persistent identifier.
27. The method of claim 21, wherein said transmitting the
first content site interaction data comprises transmitting the
first content site interaction data in accordance with instruc

tions of the first tag.

ond visitor identifier, the data indicative of the second

persistent identifier, and the second tag output data.
33. The system of claim 31, wherein the first and second
content pages are the same content page, and the first and
second tags are separate instances of the same tag.
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34. The system of claim 33, wherein the second content
page is accessed by the visitor with the client computer after

inputs, thereby generating second tag output databased
on at least one of the second plurality of inputs;

the visitor removed a cookie associated with the first content

access a cookie-derived second visitor identifier associated

page from the client computer.
35. The system of claim 31, wherein receipt of the second
content site interaction data by the visitor processing system
from the client computer causes the visitor processing system
to merge the first visitor profile with the second visitor profile
to form the combined visitor profile.
36. The system of claim 31, wherein the first persistent
identifier comprises one of more of an email address, a social
network identifier, a phone number, a mailing address, and a
login credential.
37. Non-transitory physical computer storage comprising
instructions stored thereon that, when executed by a hardware
processor, are configured to implement a client system for
executing a tag embedded within a content page, the client
system configured to:
receive a first plurality of inputs from a visitor visiting a
first content page with the client system;
execute a first tag embedded within the first content page in
response to at least one of the first plurality of inputs,
thereby generating with the client system first tag output
databased on at least one of the first plurality of inputs;

with the visitor and data indicative of a second persistent

access a cookie-derived first visitor identifier associated

with the visitor and data indicative of a first persistent
identifier of the visitor;

transmit first content site interaction data to a visitor pro
cessing system over a network, the first content site
interaction data comprising the cookie-derived first visi
tor identifier, the data indicative of the first persistent
identifier, and the first tag output data;
receive a second plurality of inputs from the visitor visiting
a second content page with the client system;
execute a second tag embedded within the second content
page in response to at least one of the second plurality of

identifier of the visitor, the cookie-derived second visitor

identifier being different from the cookie-derived first
visitor identifier, the second persistent identifier having
a relationship to the first persistent identifier establishing
that both the first and second persistent identifiers are
associated with the visitor so that, based on the first and

second persistent identifiers, a first visitor profile asso
ciated with the first persistent identifier is mergable with
a second visitor profile associated with the second per
sistent identifier to form a combined visitor profile asso
ciated with the visitor, and
transmit second content site interaction data to the visitor

processing system over the network, the second content
site interaction data comprising the cookie-derived sec
ond visitor identifier, the data indicative of the second

persistent identifier, and the second tag output data.
38. The non-transitory physical computer storage of claim
37, wherein at least one of the first plurality of inputs com
prises the first persistent identifier, or at least one of the
second plurality of inputs comprises the second persistent
identifier.

39. The non-transitory physical computer storage of claim
37, wherein the client system is configured to determine the
second persistent identifier from a third-party tag other than
one or more first-party tags used to generate the cookie
derived first visitor identifier and the cookie-derived second
visitor identifier.

40. The non-transitory physical computer storage of claim
37, wherein the client system is configured to determine the
second persistent identifier from data obtained from a tag
Script embedded within the second content page.
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